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TUESDAY EVENING, FEHKUAKV

NEW MEXICO,

Which Several Are
Killed.
ALSO

FATAL

The most

6.

bo- years, occurred last night
y
mik
fore midnight, two and one-hal- f
...
west of Helena,
A runaway Northern Pacific freight
rain crashed Into a passenger train
on tile same line, wrecking It com
pletely and sotting fire to it.
Four iktsoiis. whose Identity Is
known, are dead, witb the prolm
bility that two more, whose names
are unknown, may have been burned.
ihe known dead are;
shl-rtl-

N. ROBINSON.

CHARLES BRISKLE, conductor ol
the passenger train.
J. A. JESSUP, express messenger.
FOSTER SENEGAS, a merchant of
Brakeman Brown was seriously in

jured and several passengers were
hurtit none seriously, although It
is reported that the two alleged miss
ing men were passengers.
Baltimore, Md., Feb.

6.

At

o'clock

3

this morning an Isolated small frame
house near the village of Curtis Bay
i

was d.nsumed by fire, in which were
burned to death nine colored per
sons. Only oneof the inmates
alive. According to the statement of tile eurvivor. the fire was
started by one of the younger chil
dren who got up to stir the Are in
the chimney place,, and accidentally
scattered coals on the floor.
LOST

If

CHILDREN BY

CRIMINAL NEGLECT;
Helena. Mont., Feb. 6. The three
iung children of J. B. Cypher, all
girls, aged 1, 3 and 5 years, were
burned to death in, their home six
mike south of Big Timber last night,
The parents were alsent and when
they returned they ftnind their home
in ruins.

ANOTHER RAILWAY WRECK
KILLS FOUR, HURTS TWO
Portland, Ore., Feb, 6. Meagre par
ticulars have reached here of a wreck
un the Oregon Railroad & Navigation
company's line near Bridal Veil, at
It
7:55 o'clock this morning.
that ths engine of passenger
train No. 5 broke flown and the passenger train from Ohioagp westbound,
ran into it. Four were killed and
two of the injured may not survive.
The names of the dead and injured
are unobtainable at this hour.
VOTE

OF CONDEMNATION
FOR PRESIDENT DOLAN.
Pittsburg. Pa., Feb. 6. At today's

session of the Pittsburg district convention of the United Mine Workers
of America, a resolution was introduced demanding the resignation of
President Patrick Dolan, Vice President Bellingham and Secretary-TreasurDodd, for their action in voting
to accept the old wage scale at Indianapolis.
A vigorous debate fol-
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St.
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APPOINTMENTS

of
who la
Storm warnings the author of the resulution
regard-coast in z
the Pennsylvania railroad combination which was answered yesterday
by the president, declared today on.
COLD CAUSES HARDSHIP
floor of the 'house that the anBECAUSE OF MILD WINTER. the
swer was an Insult; that with euch a
Rome, K. Y
Feb. C. Northern great amount of machinery
at hand,
New York was today swept by a cold
complete investigation would show
wave which Involved greater hardships atram o agreements
Important,
an
ot
because of tho unusual warmth of the and questionable
character.
Winter so far. Today was by far the
coldest of the winter. One of the ALABAMA'S AGED
coldest places was Wooden, where 40
A. B. STICKNEY,
REPRESENTATIVE IL1-below was recorded. It was 32 below
President of the Chicago Great Western Railroad.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. Senatjor
In this city; 35 at Northville; 26 at
us,
Pott
of Alabama, who is 84 year
and 30 below at Saratoga. old,
g
tnree or four tons of
oar work and to permit public discussions Johnstown,Twenty-sihad an attack of illness In th
x
Below.
to each ton of pay freight, and all the in tile newsjiaiKTs
democratic cloak room early today,
and otherwise.
temBallston, N. Y., Feb. 6.
rolat.ions of weight of car to weight There Is no corrective influence so perature dropped to 26 belowThe
here to- but ha soon recovered and took bis
of load which this illustration sug-- j powerful as publicity, and a. tlinmni--h day.
seat in the cluunlier.
gests.
comprehension of the facts and reaThe City Is Still Above.
There are other lines of facts which soning, which nothing but publicity
New York, Feb. 6. Today was the SENATOR HALE ABLE
permit to be Mated In can give.
TO RESUME HIS 8 EAT.
Stace does
coldest In the present winter In New
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. Senathis article, which, like the illustraAfter but not. before such investi- York city, the mercury touching 6
tion, would only have to be Stated to gations, publications and discussions, above.
tor Hale, of Maine, who has been 111.
show their relevancy to the problems if there remained evils, which such
was In hla seat w!hen the eenau mac
Investigations,
to be Investigated.
today, for the first time in three
TWENTY-FIVmibllcatilnn
BELOW, NOT
The investigation
should lie sys- cusslons had not remedied, it would
AS COLD AS YESTERDAY. weeks, and at his Instance the sentematic and thorough, and, above an, seem possible to form Intelllront louCooper, Wis., Feb. 6. At 7:30 this ate consented unanimously to reconit should bsj public, and the results IslatUon which might be expected to morning the mercury stands at 25 2 sider the votes by which the bilte Inshould be published from time to ne just and understandable,
and below. Yesterday's record was 28 be creasing the efficiency of .the medical
time 8o as to keep the public in- uiereiore enrorceable.
low at 8 a. m. At Klbblng, Minn., the department of the army were passed.
formed during the progess of the
mercury fell to 31 below.
A. B. STICKNEY.
TWO POSTOFFICES GET
NEW POST MA8TERS
SHIVER PASSES OVER NEW
ENGLAND, VERMONT COLDEST. Special to Tbo Evening Citizen.
TOO MANY IRONS
SENATOR $M00T , , OUR RUSSIA TRADE
NAVY YARDS MAY
Boston, Feb. 6. A cold wave driven
Washington,
. C, Feb.
t Hon.
by a high wind. Bent a shiver over GranvlU R. Richardson left today tor
England
today.
The coldest his 'home In Roswell.. . He .baa don
IS BADLY REPORTED
IS INVESTIGATED
; PASTOR ENDS LIFE New
HAVE TO CLOSE
point, was at Nortbfleld. t Vermont, good, work for New Mexico by hla
where the thermometer registered 22 vJe-l- here.
below. In this city and on the coast
The following post masters have
4
been appointed: Antonio M. HeTrera-- ,
Congress Failed to Put Appro - Once More Farce, Called Peculiar System of Book Prominent Baptist Preacher, generally it averaged 2 to below.
Coyote, Rio Arriba county; AJliert AmNEW MACHINE INVENTED
brose, Brioe, Otero county, vice Mr.
Keeping Credits American
Bank President and PoliSmoot Case, Takes Time
priation in Urgent De- SAILS I NAIR OR WATER Schermerhorn, resigned.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 6. Scientists
Imports to
tician Kills Himself.
of Senate.
ficiencv Bill.
and inventors In this city are highly
interested In the announcement just OFFICIAL DINNER ON
made that Charles M. Davis, tof
OLD HISTORIC SHIP
Brighton, has Invented a flying maMOST OF YARDS INVOLVED
MILLION WOMEN SIGNED COUNTRY OF THE CARRIER WAS FIVE YEARS IN PEORIA chine,
which is constructed on en
tirely new and original principles, and
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. PresiIs said to promise remarkable results. dent
Mrs. Roosevelt will be the
Volumes, England, Germany, France, Den Serious Charges Against riim0ne The inventor says that his machine guestsand
furloughing of Employes, Cancc1-in- g Protest Fills Forty-fiv- e
of honor of Secretary of the
Is neither a freak nor a fake and will Navy and Mrs. Bonaparte, at a formal
Bank Does Not Open
mark, Sweden and Norway
of Contracts, Cutting
or One Each For
surely do what he expects it to do. dinner on board the United States
It litis neither a gas tank nor a balloon ship Mayflower this evening.
The
Doors.
Credited With Cotton
Down of Expenses.
States.
attachment and not even wings, yet. dinner company will Include thirty
It Is Mild that the model Just com guests, who will 'be received In the
pleted, ascended to any height without historic cabin where the president
Peoria, 111., Feb. 6. Rev. George II. difficulty
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. AccordWashington, D. C, Feb. C The
Brooklyn, N. Y Feb. 6. A feeling
and without danger of a presented the Russian and Japanese
hearing
ofamong
of uncertainty prevails
In the case of United States ing to the statistics just issued the Simmons, pastor of the First Baptist sudden drop. The inventor has de plenipotentiaries
the
to each other on
fleers and employers connected with Senator Smoot, which lias been io.n- trade of the United States with Rus- church, the president of the Interstate signed tho
machine primarily for August 5. last. This is the first
poned
from January 25th, to enable
the Brooklyn Navy Yard, owing to the
on a battleship.
The machine time that the president will come on
the fiscal year of 1905 showed Savings bank and of the People's Sav- use
disquieting reports concerning the Hon. John O. Carlisle, counsel for the sia
will move equally well in the air and board the Mayflower since that memings
bank,
recently
and
appointed
a
balance
in favor of this country
immediate future of that institution. prolestants to be presnt t'J interroIn the water and can be easily carried orable day.
It is said that the Navy Department gate the witnesses, was begun today amounting to ' $5,200,000. The total manager of the Yates senatorial cam- like a llfelioat. Three aluminum proSecrotary and Mrs. Bonaparte have
is confronted with the prospect of lefore the Senate Comittee on Privil- trade aggregated
paign in Peoria county, was found pellers furnish the motive power in a home in Baltimore and a country
$28.8ii,oOO,
of
which
having to close the navy yard at eges and Elections, with Senator Burdead in bed tbJs morning. Ho had either water or air. Mr. Davis Is try- place In the suburbs of that city. Tbey
Hr oklyu, as well as at otther points, rows in the chair,
large number oflthe t'xtH,r,s tmm this country amount- - been the object of an Investigation at ing to get some eastern capitalists In- have rented
apartments
the winter
,!I
o
$17,ooo,ni)0, and the impt
the hands of the state's attorney, by terested In his invention and will soon In Washington, and the for
strong.
This unusual state of
will be heard
fro.ii
and .......
fairs is the witnesses
secretary will
...
.
.
.
.
0.,CD
result of a failure of the House Ap- - proiesis against smoot ne suumiueu. '
tu.onu.i'w. in in previous the two bunks and by his congrega start to build a model on a larger simply follow the precedent establishpropriation Committee to Include in
The success of the famous petition Tar the total trade amounted to 131.- - tion, on grave charges, and it is pre- scale.
ed by Secretary Long, who gave his
the Urgent Deficiency Bill items sent that was presented in the House of'(M,o,000, but the falling off is easily sumed to be n case of suicide.
cabinet dinner to the president om
against Roberts has accounted f ir by the disturbed condl- in by the Bureau of Yards and Docks Representatives
Potassium Cyanide Did Work.
board the Dolphin. Lieutenant Comthe getting up of a still tion of internal affairs ifn Russia
to cover existing obligations for the
Physicians expressed the opinion DIAMOND RING RETURNED
mander Andrew T. Long, commandThe Bureau of Statistics is of the that the death was caused by cyanide
remainder of the current fiscal year larger petition against Smoot in the
TO MRS. BALLING ing the Mayflower, has brought his
and for the maintenance of plants at senate. It was signed by over one opinion that these figures do not ac- of potassium. The Peoples Savings
ship from Alexandria to the navy yard
naval yards and stations.
Rear Ad million persons, members of the Na curately represent the aggregate trade! bank, in the workmen's quarters, did
at Washington, where she is berthed
th-reason that because of the not open its doors this morning.
miral Kndicott, chief tf the bureau, tional League of women's organiza Saturday Steve Balling, pro- alongside the landing. It was Intended
recently
an
presented
estimate Uons, and is the niost numerously lack of direct steamship lines between There was a run on the bank yester- prietor of the Iceberg saloon, reported that the Mayflower should come diamounting to f 175.000, to meet the signed protest ever presented in the American and Russian iorts the goods day and a large crowd gathered there to the police that his brother-in-larectly from the navy yard, New York,
deficiency covering nearly all the' United States senate. The petition shlpiM'd from this country and ult this morning. The Interstate Savings Wlli'.nm Kdslnger, had disappeared to the Washington navy yard, but It
volumes, each mately reaching Russia, and vice' bank was also subjected to a run yes- from his house, and likewise a dia- ws found necessary to do considernavy yants, and of this amount $38,000 was bound in forty-fivmond rin;,' belonging to Mrs. Balling, able dredging here before
has bei-- actually obligated, and must, j volume containing the names of the versa, are in many cases consigned to terday and today.
MayEuropean ports, like I.iver
Dr. Simmons came to the First valued at $Xd, and it was thought that flower could Bai'ely come in. the
Some of the varl
in any event, be specially provided for signers for one state.
pool,
Kdsinger
departed
Baptist
years
ago
church
for
Bremen,
five
congress.
bad
his
already
Hamburg,
former
been
submitted
by
Souudiow, the' nouse volumes have
etc., and
and has
This afterHe se- home in Pennsylvania.
committee failed to Include the pro- by the senators for the respective thence transhipped to the ports of been remarkably succesful.
RABBIS HOLD
ago noon Kdsiuger, the young man accused SOUTHERN
years
publicity
two
national
will
be
presented
ultimate destination, or, in the case' cured
vision In the bill, and unless some states, while others
MEETING IN NASHVILLE.
appeared
theft,
Evening
of
by
advocating
The
dramatizing
the
at
of
of
on
ttie
the
t
which the
American shipments to Russia,!
thing Is done In he snate t furnish to tho senate on the day
Nashville, Tonn., Feb. 6. A large
Citizen ofllce and slated that he had
the. money required for the mainten-- j Committee on lrivibges and Eloc-iini- e placed aboard the railroad earn for life of Christ. He became local mandistinguished
number
from
t
report
on tie overland transiiorlatlon.
of naval plants the Bureau of ions will submit, its
This Is par-- i ager of the senatorial campaign of been done a great wrong as be had not different nfparts of the southrabbis
In atThe protests for Utah tlcularly true of raw cotton, by fari former Governor Yates a week ago, stolen tho ring, that he was not on his tendance at the conventionareof the
Yards and Docks will be required to Smoot ca.-way to Pennsylvania, and that Mr.
economize by withdrawing from some; will be intrusted t Seautor Suther-o- f the pargest Item of exportation to Rus-- ' and shortly afterwards serious stor- Palling
Rabbinical
Association,
had the ring. When called Southern
morals were circulatthe obligations it has "Imposed upon land, w ho will vote in favor of Sen-th- e sia from this country. As a matter ies aflecting his
Attorney Scholes under- uiou by a representative of this paper which formally opened its session
government.
This can only be ator Smoot; but, if ho should decline of fact, thie ofllcLaliy rccoided tin- - ed. State'sinvestigation
yesterday and Mr. Balling stated that it was true here today. The members and deled ne by furloughlng employes, by can- - to Introduce,
it, the protestants will ixirts of American cot 'on Into RuRsia, took the
i some
sensational confessions that lie had the ring, but that Edsing-e- r gates began to arrive here yesterday
k the st nator from some other state In the five year perio,l ended Decern-- ; secur'
cilling contracts for coal and water
had stolen It, and, seeing the ac- morning, and in the evening an Init, on the grounds that the ber 31, 1!I04, are state! in the official from the boys of his congregation.
and by cutting off all expenditures, a to pn
Ir. Simmons was 40 years of age. He count of the theft In Tho Citizen, had formal meeting was held. The coneour.-- e
which wuold have a far reach- - right of petition hull not be denied reports of the Bureau of Statistics to' had
gid a case of "cold feet" and returned vent ion will last four days and will be
lieVl charges in Texas, Tennesing effect. Of couse, if the funds for to the citizens of Utah. Senator have lwyn 2fi6,OOii.it"
unds, or less1
ring, "and," continued Mr. Balling, highly interesting. Tho olllcers of the
lighting, power and lalwr are not Sutherland, although favorable to than 30 per cent rf ihe ill reel Imports see anil Kentucky before coming here. the
"we don't want any more said about association are Lr. J. Iwiuthal, presiforthcoming, it will be necessary to .Senator Smoot. bis colleague, will, recorded by tho Russian custom au-- J
it in the papers."
dent; Dr. M. I Jabson of Shreve- stop work in the naval plants In however, probably submit the protest, thorities. Nor can it be said that thei VANN RESIDENCE HAD
poit. La., vice president; Ir. M. Berg
Brooklyn, and the situation seems ct- - with the explanation that be Is sub- - Russian figures credit tills country
TOM LAWSON SELECTS
man of New Orleans, secretary, and
with all the cotton shipments originMIDNIGHT CALLERS
tain f ' be remedied as soon as the, nutting it "by request.
GOOD COMMITTEEMEN. I Jr. L. Wolsey. of Little Rock, Ark,
ating here. Taking, for example, the
Postponed Until Tomorrow.
real significance of the committee's
Dos Moines, Iowa, Feb. 6. Thomas treasurer.
The
committee
ovir.-igIs fully known.
The resumption of the hearing In Russian figures of cot 'on imports for A DRUNKEN, CRAZED INTRUDER W. Lawsuit today called on and invit- is composed of executive
Dr. M. Bernstein of
tl: case of Senator Still ot before the the calendar
1!'"3,
the latest
Governor Cummins to serve with Houston, Tex., Dr. W. Wllmer, now
VANQUISHED ed
FINALLY
WAS
senate committee on privileges and period for which imiorts by countries
four idtiior distinguished reformers of of Portland. Ore., and Dr. E. F. Ievy
MACHINIST HARTLEY
A
lei ;ion. which was to have been com- are available, we find, that, besides
BUCKET
OF
WITH
ICE America, on a committee to which he of Silma, Ark. Tue Jewish congre-gregauntil f lH.riio,iMMi worth of raw eXtoa cred-i'cmence,! today, was
will turn over his proxl.-- s in the New
WATER.
11s
of this city have made
LOSES TWO FINGERS tjini now.
to the United S'a'es, Import of
York I.lfo and tlie Mutual Life of elaborate preparations for the enterraw 1 itton to the amount of $24,300,-00' Don't you know that you're liable New York, and which he asks to at- tainment of the rabbis, and there will
IS
aro credited to Or-a- t
Britain,
ACCIDENT
OCCURRED
WHILE WOOL MARKET
to nei hot, monkeying around a per-r-- i tend the coming annual meeting of be a number of receptions and other
SATISFACTORY.
STILL
France,
Denmark,
VICTIM WAS OPERATING A MAn s hoii.so at this time of night?"
these two companies for ttoe purpose tocaail functions in their honor.
Feb. 6. The word Sweden and Norway, all countries
Boston, Ma.-sCHINE
good, honest, sound busl-ns- s
AT
THE SANTA
FE
of
Vi, you're nutty!"
position,
with
strong
a
holds
market
which do not produce cotton, but reSHOPS.
men as direct! 't's. Governor Cum ROOSEVELT MAY AGAIN
Tliis was the colloquy that took
a moderate demand in evidence. Ter- ceive the greater part '7, per cent) piae...
between S. Vann, tho druggist,! mins took the matter under adviseSAVE GENERAL STRIKE.
or.-- e,l wools are scarce. of
I,. Hartley, a machinist at the Santa ritories and
their supply from the United and a drunken man at the Vann rosb! ment. Mr. Iawson told Governor
seeking
New York, Feb. 6.
available
President
who
Buyers
States.
an
Fe shops, residing at 216 Si nth Third
Cummins
of
other
members
avenue
at
that
the
Granite
o'c1ck
deuce en
i
Roosevelt, It Is suggested today, may
"ree:, is
patient at tho Santa Fe graiks f that quality aro especially
Johnwill
morning.
Governor
committee
the
le
this
be called on within a few days to use
MenV.um are doiug oiiie DAUGHTERS OF
Pacific .hospital suffering from the nuuierou.-.bv son of Minnesota, Senator La Follotte his influence in avoiding
THE KING
Mr V.itn. had been awakened
general
of the first and scond fingers of specula' it.g in sco'ire,! wools.
of
door,
Wisconsin,
(.anting
on,Governor
Broward
his
at
front
of
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING. soive
strike of the anthracite and bituminhis
ocband. The aecld.-nMo.
(rvn.Tal
gun,
with
Florida
the
a
door
and
nt
1..'
he,
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 0 The annual! A;:.
ous coal miners.
Opinions of the
curred about 11 o'clock this morning SUIT WAS DECIDED
arly morning caller and nott of Ohio, luiwson said that he leaders of the operators In this city
ml.K. ..F tl,.. q.''rri d h
AGAINST CLEVELAND nieeiinif tit thu
while lUrti.-was engaged in runproxies
hail
.
bolng.
number
for
answer.
a
After
of
roccivod
indicate that without Interposition ot
ite abo,. from the
Cincinnati. Feb. D The lit of the! I'auehte.rs of the King o;cned at St.
ning a machine at the shops.
door, both companies, which, with others some Mitent lntlueuco outside of tho
arious rail Peter's Protestant
church. frightened
City of Cleveland to cj.-ego,
is
th.r
which
he
to
to
and
baclt
the
ne..n v'i'
conflicting Interests, a strike of greatThe convention W of ncil
roads from land upon the lake front,
St. Loui Wool.
commit-tidecided m. irtance
er proportions than has ever he'nrn
f IS.nn'V'" .
f.
a new president ,;,,..r II was fit. ally vanquished with; confident will omo in, if tha
-,
m
ugli,
.1
conVo., Feb. C Wool tnur-- valiirl
give
g
be,-will
?t 1
thn
was
water
him
which
known In this country Is
against the city by the Unit- -J S'a'es for the current year is to )e elected. a buck.- of e:
I
iKith
1
unchanged.
of
companies.
and
trol
ket
he attendance is unusually large.
U.iown n l.'m.
circuit court of appeals today.
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r.H displayed on the Atlantic
irom iSorfolk to Hatteras.
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Eni-cop-
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STAY

Washington. Feb. fi. The pfAtement
Washington, P. C, Feb.
. Aa
of weather conditions and the general rsxeemont was reached In the thoiMte
iorecast Issued by the weather bu today to close the debate on the rata
reau today snows mat a cold wave nas ill at 4:30 o'ckck tomorrow after
;i. cneu rsew ,ngiand ana me mi. idle noon.
iu
Aflnnttr nuitil nn,l nnlif wpfilhi
general this morning east ot the OUGHT TO HAVE FOUND
Kockv mountains excent In the south
QUESTIONABLE MATTERS.
Atlantic states, the teinpcraturo rang
Washington, D.
6. Repreing from 10 to So degrees be ow tne sentative Gillespie, C.. Fb.
Texas,

0

97

Spelter,
quiet aud unchanged

US

t!

c.-n-

!,

LET

i!-tione-

MMiey on call,
per cent; prim.! incr- per
Hurj

Copoer and Lead.
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New York. Feb

the President.

-

:

.

MarUtt.

Points.-

Thirty-fiv- e

e.

1424

Mnnru

x.-, wl -

eter

n

Closing Stock Quotation!.
York, Fi I). 6. Closing quota- t
Atchbon, common
102
Atchison, pfd
14914
New York Central

!....
c

Coast-Thermom-

Sweeps Atlantic Representative Gillespie Gets
Drops
Indignant at Answer of

1

New

1

Cold Wave

RUE BILL

e

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.

New York,

BELOW IN NEW YORK THE RAILROAD

fr

YEARS OUT
I.ansford, Pa.., Fob. 6. The fire in
llif Greenwood mine of the Lehigh
Oal and Navigation company, which
was started by the carelessness
of
some deer hunters in the year 1857
and has been burning ever since, has
finally been tuibducd and the company is now making preparations for
working the valuable mine, which had
to lie abandoned un account of the
years ago.
fire forty-nin-

common

FORTY

Vote on

prj-mpte-

HAS BURNED

Pacific,

Mountains.

m

FINLAND REVOLUTIONISTS
PREPARE FOR OPEN WAR.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 6. The Novoe
Vreniya makes revelations in regard to
the importations of arms into Finland.
The paper declared it had evidence
that nie radical organization in Finland was preparing for open warfare
in support of the next outbreak of the
Russian revolutionists. Not only were
wen armed infantry forces being detailed, but horses were being trained
for cavalry and artillery service and
shells for field artillery were being Imported.

I'uion Pacific, pfd
Copper
I'. S. S.,
V. S. S., pfd.. extra dividend

but House Tomorrow

i

lowed.

I'nion

Eastof the Rocky

'a

er

Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific

SLOWLY

I

e

FORTY-NIN-

VERY

v

"

FIRE WHICH

HARD

Weather Prevalent Seems Washington Rule,

Cold
All

sonable and Just and that all unjust
and unreasonable rail's are unlawful,"
which is the language of the present
law, and must be the fundamental
principle of all laws for the regulation
of rates.
I,aws of this class, making thl-B-e
things criminal which the day before
their enactment had been regarded as
lawful, must be intelligent and explainable, so as to appeal that that
eiinse of justice which is Inate In the
American people, In order to be en
forced.
It Is probable that such an invest!
gatlon would prove that the net rates
the remainder of the rates after
deduction cf live rebates are the rea
sonable and Just rates which should
be made the tariff rates, open to all
shippers alike.
It would, therefore. s- - Lm to be wise
legislation for congress to provide an
Interstate commerce investigation committee, of, say, seven menilters, four
members V.i be apiointerl by thepres
Ident and three memlers to lie ap
pointed by the railway companies.
Oue member should le a sound law
yer; one a mathematician, one expert
enced In railway accounts; one experi
enced In calculating costs of trans
portation; oue experienced In the act
ual movement of trains and the use
of rolling stock; on? experienced in
the details of s'.att in or terminal service, and oue experienced in present
rates.
The committee should nave authors
ity to demand from the railway
a new line of statistical facts
which have never been compiled, relating to costs and relative closts as
lietwoen the different conditions under
which commodities are transported.
A tingle illustration:
The committee fdiould demand statistics showing
the commodities which require, under
certain conditions, the hauling of only
car to each
half a ton of
ton of pay freight, and, under other
conditions, require the hauling of

o

Ellistom.

MAKING HASTE

,Ki

thn

ern railroad, and party of frionds,
were spending the day rnere. Last
nlgiht at hts private oar and Just before the train pulled out for the west,
to certain quwtlans on railroad rates,
propounded by a representative from
this paier, President Stlckney sub
mitted the following article on the
Important, matter expressly prepared
for The Evening Citizen:
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 6.
To The Evening Citizen.
A law Intended to establish and enforce just and reasonable rates must
bo framed with reference to the fund
amental facts which are the basis of
such rates A great deal of intelligent investigation has been devoted
to ascertaining the principles of economic operations, but no Investigations have been attempted in respect
reasonable;
tla the fundamentals of
rates.
Ask the expert traffic official the
ba is of reasonable rates, and by what
method they can be ascertained, and
If he regards the question seriously,
he must confess that he does not
know.
Ask the doctrinaires
write books, and they must confess
that, they do not know.
The fact is, nobody knows; ntebody
has the basis, the formula, or even a
theory.
Have reasonable rates relation to
the cost of producing transportation,
or to the interest on the fortuitous
capitalization of each railway G:m- pany?
Is a railway company entitled to
earn reasonable profits on cost of production, or reasonable interest on securities iftsued? Nobody knows.
The people, the legislators and the
courts are at sea upon these fundamental propositions. All is mystery.
If there are such things a reasonable rates, they must be based on
somtthLng, have relation to something, which, by investigation, can be
If
ascertained
and demonstrated.

LITTLE GIRLS CONSUMED

Helena, Moat., Feb.

-

W

in The Evening Citizen there are no such things,
what
yesterday afternoon, A. B. Stlckney, nonsense for congress to enact laws declaring that "all rates shall be reapresident of the Chicago Great West-

stated

As

disastrous railroad wreck that has
taken place In. tills vicinity for many

J.
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Nine Negroes Are Burned to
Death in One Small
Cabin.
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Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
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Sutwerftor will tmrttrr a furor hv notifrinie ua
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ranipany.

Automatic
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ALBUQUERQUE,

I have
l.XCHAXGK
property In
Illinois. Iowa, .Missouri,
Kansas,
WAN'TKH - A good woman fur cook
tolorudo and Arizona to trade for
ing. Ailiiics;, A., Citizen office.
w.minieiquo property.
Talk wltn
III nolliilll fur
WAN Tkli toiii(
"IP- r. L. MoSpadden, 3ni South
KeUoil',
Apply
k.
at
ho
cvi
eral
Broadway.
cr avi iutc.
''Tbsf".
WAN Tli'U (Sii'i I r geueral liousu-wor(1ST Lady's sinall "watch "and olT,
Apply inorniims tit Till; West I.
f

a7y by Carrier, 60c per month
Tw

bulneT

Want Ads, Furnish you

WANTEt

6, 1906.
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Montctima Trust Co.

with names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccesary
to "Your Prosperity'
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TERMS
ITty by irmit

miin who fhonid bo working for you?
the man whi would glsxlly lend you moneyt
the n.in ins neulJ like to buy your hors?
the man who would buy an interest In your
the nian ho would buy that lot of ground?
the man who would buy your old bicycle?

FEBRUARY

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDREwSvS

Weekly by

The Citizen Publishing Company

TUESDAY.

x- -x

IN

SESSION YESTERDAY.
The United Status land commission
was in session yesterday afternoon In
the office of Commissioner of Public
Lands A. A. Keen, at Santa Ke. Governor Herbert J. Hagerman attended
the session. Other members of the
Itoard are Attorney General George
W. Prichard, Surveyor General M. O.
Llewellyn and Commissioner of Pubseclic Lands A. A. Keen,

retary.

The Best Physic.
When you want a physic that ft mild
in effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets.. Price 25 cents.
Every box warranted. Get a free sam-angentle, easy to take and pleasant
pie at any drug store and try them.
d

GOOD PROSPECTS FOR SHEEP
IN TAOS COUNTY.

Malaqulas Martinez, member of the
board of penitentiary commissioners,
arrived In the capital Sunday from his
homo at Taos and will spend several
days visiting friend's and attending to
business. Mr. Martinez sal dthat everything was prosperous in an daround
Taos and that the prospects were good
for a season of plenty.
"Sheep and cattle are doing fine, despite somo rather cold weather," he
said. "The range is in the le8t condition, better than It has been for years,
and this bids fair to be a banner
year for live stock in all branches.
The heavy snows assure plenty of water by lambing time and if the weather is not severe then, lambing will be
wery good and the Increase great. I
never saw conditions more favorable

1
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The grounds were laid out by a
many
spent
landscape gardener who
years in foreign travel. The rarest
plants of other lands were gathered
during his journeys and sent back
With
to be planted at Cermellta.
much nursing, a mild climate and the
aid of the hothouse most of them have
thrived, and the result is a bewildering mass of tropical shrubbery and
blossoms such as few gardens, even
In California, can boast. On one side
the house overlooks the arroyo, giving an especially beautiful outlook.
John 1). Rockefeller spends part of
each year In southern California, and
it has long been thought he would
some day huyv a home here. Mr.
Harkness declines to say anything
about Mr. Rockefeller's clans and will
give no news as to the time the oil
king may be expected to arrive in
California.

of Torrance county, on a charge of SUICIDtD WHEN WHEELFR DIED
shooting and killing James Chase, a
former deputy sheriff, in Torrance,
last April, to the territorial penitentiary for safe keeping. Clark is being
held without bail but will receive a
rehearing in the habeas corpus pro
ceedings brought by his attorneys be
fore Judge Kdward A. Mann, of the
Sixth Judicial district court, at Ks- tancia, February 25th.
Clark, in an interview, said: "I am
still hopeful that I shall secure bond
at the hearing in E'stancia, and if 1 do
I will be able to get back to work in
I do
time for the spring round-unot object to bting sent fc the penias I made friends of the
for everything than they are at pres- tentiary
guards there before and know that I
ent."
f will receive the best
of treatment.
However, I am tired of confinement.
A Healing Gospel.
hope
soon
and
will
be ended."
that it
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of
Ga.,
Crhurch,
Baptist
Belalr.
Sharon
Don't Deceive Yourself.
ays of Electric Bitters: "It's a GodDon't deceive yourself. If you have
a
me
of
send to mankind. It cured
Indigestion take Kodol Dyspepsia
lame back, stiff Joints, and complete Cure. It will relieve you. Rev. W. E.
physical collapse. I was so weak it Hocutt, South Mills, N. C says: "I
took: me halt an hour to walk a mile. was troubled with Indigestion for sev
MRS. MARGARET A. BAII.EY-ThiTwo bottles of Electric Bitters have eral years; whatever I ate seemed to
southern woman committed
made me so strong I have just walked cause heartburn, sour stomach, flut- suicide in Chicago the same day that
three miles in 50 minutes and feel tering of my heart, and general de- General Joseph A. Wheeler died In
like walking three more. It's made a pression of mind and body. My drug New York. She was his close pernew man of me." Greatest remedy gist recommended Kodol, and It has sonal friend, and she hail been de- for weakness and all Stomach, Liver relieved me. I can now eat anything pressed at news of his fatal illness
and Kidney complaints. Sold under and sleep soundly nt night." Kodcl and by business reverses. She was
guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c. digests what von eat, makes the a capable business woman, interested
Palatable, strength in several enterprises, one of which
stomach sweet".
A COLFAX COUNTY PIONEER
enin? and affords quick relief. Sold was the Bailey Beaten Biscuit Co.
ACCIDENTALLY
KILLED. by all druggists.
miring me l oiiimiian exposition sue
Col. B. I). Barnes, one of the pion-ecwas secretary to Commissioner uen-erDavis.
of Colfax county, was accidenPROMINENT
SPEAKERS
tally run over and killed by an engine
One
Minute Cough Cure contains not
whilo crossing the railroad bridge over
ON MISSIONARY
WORK an atom of any harmful drugs, and it
the Cimarron river at Springer, says
has been curing cougs, colds, croup
the Raton Reporter. A freight train
Buffalo, N. V., Feb. 6. With the and whooping cough so long that it
hid Mr. Itarm from view of the
engineer, Fred KIncheloe, until he object of bringing together represent-- has proven itself to be a tried and
atives from churches, young people
true friend to the many who use It.
was almost upon him.
Col. Barnes came to Colfax county societies, liague and bible schools,' No need to fear of yi;ur child choking
something over forty-fiv- e
years ugo, and siimul.uiiig interest in missions from croup with One Minute Cough
and for some years freighted over the In young people by systematic study Cure handy. Sold by all druggists,
Santa Fe trail. In the early "it's he and prayer, the first Buffalo Mission- It
conducted a general merchandise bus- ary Institute was opened today.
TO SIGN CURRENCY
iness in Cimarron. He was something will last three days and will be held!
years
seventy
over
old; his relatives in the Y. M. C. A. building. Trained
reside in Missouri.
leaders will couduct the classes and;
there will be a number of prominent
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
interesting speakers. An exten-- l
The mother who bus acquired the and
sive and cosily missionary exhibit!
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of is one
(lf the f entires of the instl-- !
nam Iter lain s Cougi Kerr.edy, fcaves tute.
j
herself a grest am iunt of uneasiness
Among the speakers who will ad
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup, dress the ttudents during the session
to which children are susceptible, are of tile institute will be John B. Kott.l
are quickly cured by its use. It coun- serremry (!t missions, V M. ('. A.;
teracts any tendency of a cold to re- S. Kail Tiiyior. secretary of the Young
sult in pneumonia, and if given as
pie s lepiiH mcnt of the M'thodist
soon as the first symptoms of croup l'e
Foreiiiii Missions; President
appear. It will prevent the attack. .luliii V ;.nh
her of the Woman's
This remedy contains nothing injurii!:.l;itnM'e. Md.; t he Rev. Robert
ous and mothers give It to little ones ('. Kn eiu.in, Kdlnlmrgh;
Wade
with a feeling of . perfect security, Hicks, sect, tary of ibe Harry
Young
ror sale by all druggists.
If X""4 '
$ . fie
l)cpariiiii-ltA. B. C. F. M.; iNui
ft-!.
Vfm
I
I).
S'helloii,
Com:
of the
HORSE STUMBLED AND
.nal
Home
HalHoard;
A.
Dr.
W.
RIDER BADLY INJURED.
returned missionary to Afn-- :
While returning borne from a horse s,,y,
(JCampbell
White,
of Philailelpma
hack ride to Van Houten the other
evening, Harry Skyles met with an Prof. William M. Komv-- of
I'ni
Virginia;
versity
C.
V. VicUerv. ..
of
accident which came near costing bis
W. T. VERNON,
IV
ary
Y.
M.
M.; the ilcv.
the
life, but luckily escaped with a severe
lias
been
selected by President
,
A.
1)..
shaking up and a number of bruises, Clarence
Harbour. I.
of
Roosevelt to succeed .luitsoti W. Lysays the Raton Rerler. When near
N. Y.; K. I. Soper. field secreons as registrar of the treasury.
He
the Stockton ranch his horse stumbled tary of i lie Y. P. M. M.. and others, is president
university,
of
Western
fell,
falling
aind
partly on him, his
Kansas City, Kas. He was born 35
oiuthos catching on the saddle uinl one AGRICULTURISTS OF
years ago at Lebanon, Mo. Professor
WISCONSIN TO MEET. Vermin
foot in the stirrup. In this position be
is married and lias two chilMadison.
Wis.,
was dragged fifty or more feet before
Feb. t!. Several
H,. bus never before held public
e released himself. The horse ran state meetings of the greatest inter- dren.
of the
for about a hundred yards and then est to fanners, horticulturists, stock office. He was supHrtod by all
congress.
obligingly returned to his master, who breeders and dairymen will be held western repi esentut ives in
with some difficulty remounted and here Ibis week. The annual iiietiug Common Colds Are the Cause of Many
rotia to town. Mr. Skyles manages to of the Sla:e Horticultural Society
Scious Diseatee.
(fet around, although sore ami lame, opt ned heiv today and will remain
Physicians who have gained a
from his numerous bruises.
In ses.-ioihn-t will be fol
days,
reputations as analysts of the
lowed by the annual minting if the
Itchina Pile.
cause of various diseases, claim that
Agricultural
'
'
Assoyou
If
are acquainted with anyone 'Yw
Mth,'r "p?a'"': ions of if caicbing cold could be avoided a
mho is troubled with this dim resslne ...l J. "' an''
long list of dangerous ailments would
breedt-r- s
farmers,
and
dalrvmcn.
you
ailment,
can do him no grea-teEvery one knows
will
(xi a general conven- never be heard of.
There
also
s
favor than to tell him to try
hat pneumonia anil consumption origagriculturists
tion
of
auunder
the
Salve. It gives Instant relief.
inate from a cold, anil chronic caof Hi,, .state Board of Agricul tarrh,
This salve also cures sore nipples spices
bronchitis, and all throat and
I rue,
M.
ture.
John
of
the
State
tetter and salt rheum. Price i cents. Board, is in charge of the program. lung troubles are aggravated and rend
Vr sale by all druggists.
civil more serious by each fresh ato
For rouis, coughH, bronchitis and all tack. Do not risk your life or take
COWBOY "JAP" CLARK
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup chances
when you have a co'.d.
NOW IN PENITENTIARY. of Eucalyptus
Remedy wtli
Cough
.'u cents a bottle at Chamberlain's
James C. Chaves, deputy sheriff of Huppe'B.
cure it before these .liseises d velop
Torrance county, yesterday took "Jap"
This remedy contains no opium, m;)r
'lark, a cowboy formerly employed
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
plil'u- or other harmful drun aud has
by the Block outfit of the El Capitan
For Wood of all kinds. Phone your thirty j ears of rcputa'ton back of it,
Land and Cattle company, who is orders or call at r,ii2 South First '"ir.ed by its cures uti le.- every cot.ill
awaiting the action of the grand jury &re.
JOHN S. HEAVEN'.
druggists.
tioi For st. by
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one of the show places of southern California where Helen Hunt
Jackson worked on her famous novel
"Kamona," will Rmn, it is said, become the winter home of John D.
Rockefeller.
The place has been purchased l
L. V. Harkness of the Standard Oil
company, formerly of Cleveland, Ohio,
for $1B5,iiiii, and will probaTjly le
turned over to his chief at once.
In all southern California there are
few more beautiful or romantic spots.
A large and splendid mansion now
occupies the central site, but the chief
interest, of the tourist centers around
a tiny cabin nestling in a clump of
rare old trees and hidden under a
mass of Ivy and other clinging vines.
Almost covering one side is a Gold of
Ophir rosebush which, when In bloom,
is a glorious sight. In this secluded
nook Helen Hunt Jackson wrote part
of "Ramona."
Carmelita was formerly owned by
Mrs. Simeon G. Reed, who died two
years ago, and the property was sold
In the settling of her large estate.

I

Trying initial "M." Finder reCopper avenue.
turn to Citizen office and receive reWA.nTTIi s" ella M. Corsell. stenoK-raphi-- r
ward.
ar l copyist. Wink called
for and il.'livtreil. Colo j li' ne 71 U.
FOUND.
WANTU1J A live apprentice boy, to Fol'N 1) Three
keys, bound wllh
chain and Washburn button. Owner
lfnrn the painteis' trade. See HudSont;h
son, the
can recover same by calling at this
Second street painter.
ofOce and paying for this notice.
WANTEIV lVighesFTarTnitrTcerimTd
f, r second hand household goods, M.
Klllson, 4(i5 South First street. Colo,
'phone, Red 131.
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons aud other Chattels; also on
FOil KENT
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REFOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms. CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
5(ifi South Waiier street.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly wade
tOK KEN 1 Rooms ior housekeep- and strictly private.
One
Time:
ing. 524 West Railroad avenue.
month to one year given. Goods reFOR KENT Rooms for light house- - main in your possession. Our rates
keeping. 524 South Second street, are reasonable. Call and gee us beFOR RENT Furnished rooms and fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
room for light housekeeping.
511
Steamship tickets to and from all
South Third atreet.
parts of the world.
cottage;
FOR RENT Modern
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
will rent or sell furniture of same.
315 West Railroad Ate.
Apply, 417 Fruit avenue.'
PRIVATE OFFICES.
lib
FOR RENT Furnlshed front room
Open Evenings.
a private family. Board If desired.
llt2 North Second street.
Keep Your Eye on This Space.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house- keeplng, at the Roosevelt house.
302V4 West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
$2 20000
single and en suite. Call 519 W.
modern house In the
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maetas. Buys a
Lowlands. Good location; close In.
FOR RENT Store room in Masonic
If you don't take it, some one else
Temple, North Third street; size,
40x50 feet. Apply to J. C. Ferger,
will.
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Anthony Canlt.l

:

Santa Fe Railway Cowpaay

A

R0FESSI0N
O. N. MARRON,

DENTISTS.

President.

J.

HERNDON, Cashier.

B.

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 15 and 1C, Giant blocii, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.

Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmvnd J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
FOR SALE
pointmenta made by mall.
FOR SALE All Mb In Coronada
LAWYERS.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
Bernard S. Rode?.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
FOR SALE Family horse, with bug- gy. Mrs. Gertie Reid, 715 South N M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Edith street.
your Will practice in all courts of the terrisJELL, KEN 1' OK TRADE
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300 tory and before the United State
land office.
Smith Broadway.
Ira M. Bona.
busigood
A
TRADE
OR
FOR SALE
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
ness for city property. T. L.
N. V., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
3i'rt South Broadway.
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
FOR SALE OR RENT Residence,
r
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Ad
1016 West Railroad avenue.
J
R. W. D. Bryan.
dress, Darby A. Day, El I'aso, Tex.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
FOR
SALE Indian trading post; que,
N. M. Office, First National
good location and a paying business.
Bank building
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadfirst-clas-

New

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PORTERFIELD CO.,
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.

and

8olldt

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
LUNA, President.
w. S. STRICKLER, V. P. anr! Cashier
w.j. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
Biackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

O.

wink

and

SOLOMON

secretary-- .

Notarial

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00,

five-roo-

FOH RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam heat. Grant building,
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
Electric
for ligh thousekeeping.
lights and use of bath. G17 South
Edith street.
FORRENTNice, neatly furnished
rooms; also suite of unfurnished
rooms in most desirable location.
424 South Edith street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, modern conveniences; also one flat for
housekeeping, furnished complete.
Apply Mrs. E. W. Davis, 414 South
Thirtl street.
brick
FOR RENTThe nine-roohouse, with bath and laundry, at 2?1
North Fifth street. Excel'.euL loboarding or
cation for
rooming house. Address, Mayr.ar-Ounsul-

Means and Unsurpassed

The State National Bank
ol AlDsiqueroe, New Mexico

s

Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

.$100,000.00
15,000.00

.

ul

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treatment. Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.

0ZOCX00ZXCXOX0
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way.
A good
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A hanusome Hardinan
piano. In fine condition and almost
For particunew, at a bargain.
lars, call at this office.
FOR SALE Modern bungalow, one
block from car line;
and one-hal- f
two lots, gas, electric lights, trees,
lawn, bam. Inquire C. A. Wright,
Alvarado Indian building.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Interested in mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-

way.
FOR SALIC
will

rancii at a
take small property in
chant:e. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A good general inciclmn-dis- e
ami grocery business, with meat
market included, and buildings for
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
North Broadway.
SALE Hotel. European plan;
rooms, newly furnished in new
building; best location In citv; a
proposition. Reason
tine business
for selling, poor health. Address,
I". J.. this office.
FOR "SALE $7io will 'buy equity "in
s
on
rcsidenre
thP best
street ill the city: will rent for $45
month; owner leaving town. F. L
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
FOR SALE A
double-basbjtgun; bran new
rcled,
never has been used: one of th
best makes. Call at Tne Citizen of
fire for particulars.
FOR SALE A good paving hotelln
small town. T. L. McSpudden, 300
Smith Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, nou South
Broadway.
FOR SALE
ranch, plenty of
water, 20 cows, 2 good horses, harness and wagon; 4 rooni house barn
etc., $3,000. N. Peach & Co., real
estate dealers, 2S'i West Gold
avenue.
"
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
1 ue
.Me SPA UUli.
exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
Wn South Broadway
TO" EXCHANGE
I have Boine
ranches
to trade for city property
T
McSpadden. 300 South Broadway. L
Try a Ciii.eu want a
$25,11011

bar-tiai-

first-clas-

first-clas-

r

e

LOflO-aci-

""

.

""

E. W. Dobson.
.
Office Crcm
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

46-4-

t
I

r-1Wi

ESTABLISHED 1871

vI

WHOLESALE GROCER
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocer)
Iq the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

RAILROAD

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
eheerfullv furnished: Job work sollc
Ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second street, Albuquer
que, N. M.
PHYSICIANS.

000C

AVENUE

O

0000C

OOsJC-wOwC-OaOsJO-

C o i r e c
C o in m e oi al
P i ii t i n ir
1

!

N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
H"tn phones
in attendance.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
Practice limited to diseases of the
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Telephones:
DR. W. G. SHAORACH,

5H

ALBUQUERUE, N. X.

Vj

A. L. MAH.FFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25. Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
"DR. R. L. HUST.

Office.

11

Flour, Grain and Provisions

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
Barnett building
ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
-P
U B L I C7
N 6f AR Y-

6--

OO CXXXCKOOCSOOOC

Lttor Mead
Envelopea
No to Mad

Program!

Invitation
Cataloguoa
Blank Book
Rocelpt Booha

0

ey

The

CITIZEN JOB Room

00Ot0OtOOOOO
E

W--

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe coas
West Railroad
lines. Office. 313
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 130 to 5
Practice

13.
RIGHT

0

I

0K00000004K

FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

other words
if turn out
a very thin g m
printer knows
how to do . .
In

NEXT

-

RUPPJ

TO BANK

OF COMMBRCg

203 W. RaKroad Art- -

At Consistent Prices

p. m.

UNDERTAKER.
Auto

'phone

Colo.
31C.
A. BORDERS.

City Undertaker.
Building.
Club
Commercial
and white hearse,$5.
tt
ASSAY ERS

N

ATIV

K

BALDRIDGE
LUMBER

AND CHICAGO

PAINT
Covers wore, looks best, wear
longest, most ecouomlcal, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

Black

CORBET & COLLINS,
and Mining Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza. Santa Fe. N M.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23, N. T. Armijo Building.

C.

.1.

Red 115.

FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.

Alwayi
PAPKR
8t0ck' P1tr- tlm. Cmst
Palnti Qla6i Stlb rjoors. te
ALBUQUERQUE n m

BUILDING

Civil
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new mexican

wildcats were raised

Tbo following etmry, written by
Miss Utile E. Tarr of Mar.ti,ito. New
Mexico, of the capture and raising of
throe wild cats, shows promise of future literary efficiency.

A

Though, not een close by, very
often, several wild cats hiul been
by the Indians to have been
oon In the vicinity, and when, about
two years ago, a female wild oat was
seen on the hillside, alout a quarter
of a mile distant it was determined
to capture the little ones and if possible, an attempt made to domesticate
them.
Karlier In the day the cat had been
seen and heard calling to her little
ones so arming themselves with the
neceasaj-Implements the party set
out; intending the bring back as the
proof erf thertr valor and skill not only
the little klta but the skin of the
mother as well.
The place chosen by the sagacious
beast was In a IteauUful, thougn
spot on the hillside. Far
above, the ehary, rocky edge of the
surmounting cliff was clearly outlined against the horizon; while beneath, the cliff; first shelving back
rathor abruptly, to make room for a
narrow leile, supporting several of
the vividly green plnfn trees, descended almost vertically for many
feet; breaking into a deep slope, terminating In a. long, high ledge of rock,
whose entire length was traversed by
a narrow strip of the crumbling red
sandstone.
After an unsuccesful search among
the rocks for the cat's hvle. the lynx,
as w ' afterward found her to e,
appeared fmm beneath a pile
pile of smaller rocks, a little to the
right, and immediately ram out of gun
range. Digging vigorously, we soon
disclosed to view the little kits; baking like half grown kittens, and behaving quite as peaceably.
For several days and nights the
mother cat. stayed near, at intervals
calling pitifully, but remaining out of
reach. She disappeared finally, and
nothing more has been seen or ivnown
of her.
At first, the kits were given into
the charge of a large Maltese cat, who
brought them up with a kitttn of sr
own; though the kitten was sion outIn
distanced by her foster-brthcr- s
lioth size and appetite. As they grew
older and roamed about the house
and yard, they loft some of their kittenish looks; developing heads out of
proportion to their twwlies, and paws
w.i lairg that their weight seemed to
turn in their feet, making them apd

y

Eastern Addition

Perea Addition

A

.3

FROZEN condition

THE

A
A

CHOICE LOTS

FEW

A Still for Sale
125 to

A
A
A
A

For Sale by

All

All

Real

V

NLY FIVE CHOICE Lois
Unsold

and these will be gone before the
week is out. The peer of any
"CLOSE IN" unimproved lots in
the city, only two blocks from 4th
Ward Public School. Will advance 60 per cent within three
months. Call on us at once if you
think of buying. Only $10 down,

t

$5 per month,

For Sale by

Estate Dealers

Real

o

Will not as yet permit grading and
until such timo as the contractors
can go to work we will continue
lot
to sell these beautiful
per
lot.
to
$150
SI
00
from
at
$10 down, $1 per wek.

these prices and terms.

A

of

ground

'50-foo-

10 per cent down, $5 per month.
The last opportunity you will have
to get in this favored section at

A

Grant Tract

For Sale by

Estate Dealers

All

Real

A

Estate

Dealers

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
slder that mistakes have been made,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
do not exaggerate thorn, but let that
(Small Holding Claim No. 1054.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
perfect man, who makes no mistakes.
(Small Holding Claim No. (86.)
and w ho flatters himself that he can Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, United
States Land Ofllce, Santa Fe, N. M.,
State- - l and Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
do better, go ahead and make good.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
January 9, 1906.
January 8. 190C.
January 24, 1906.
and we will give him full commeuda- Notice Is hereby given that the folNotice Is hereby given that the
tion. If the new bUard and the new
Notice Is hereby given that th folwill do its duty as well lowing tiamoii claimant has filed :o-a- s lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed noMi-and his board, there' tire of his intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final tice of bis Intention to make final
And
to Causes Which
Inside History
will lx hut. lit.tlo cause for oomnlalnt. ' proof In support of his claim tinder proof In support of his claim under proof in support of her claim under
1C and 17 of the act of March
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Ma reft
Let us be careful lest we foolishly sections 16 ajd 17 of the act of March rectlons
2fi Stats., S34), as amended 3, 1891, (26
destroy all that has been done. There 3, 1891, (26 Hats.. t'5i), as amended 3' ls'-"Stats., 854), as amended
Las Vegas-- An
Out Its Location
Letter
Open
f February 21, 1893, (27 by the act of February 21,
Is a story In Arabian Nights, of a! by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 l,v
1893, (2T
Stale-?.- ,
470),
470),
will
Stales.,
proof
and
that
said
will
proof
and
said
that
Stats., 470), and that said proof irlll
street merchant, who, while lost in
ue
me
",ttue
maue
"c
be
ueiore
oetore
states
Imagination of the great things he
the United States
untied
made before the United State
on Subject to Editor of The Optic.
i""t commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuauoraaj.
would do when he became wealthy, court commissioner at Albuquerque,
N,
011
or
on
M..
day
February,
February
lIle
15.
N.
1906.. viz..
M., on March 10, 1906, Tit.:
anl how he would sprn supplicants
Beatrlz Moya de Sedlllo. widow of
for his favor, kicked over his whole Reatris C. do Sanchez, widow of c-,;,ofi- Tlz - Abel Romero, for the S. H.
I Rave much of my time to that
To The Evening Citizen
105
In
13
7
24,
Sees.
H.
T.
and
Jesu3
Sanchez,
deceased, for the
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the 8. H.
stock of wares and so destroyed all
N- - R- - 2 EN. M
Feb. 4. The en- - pone, without .compensate.. n pr
- nl Sees. 18 and 19.. T. 7 C. No. 586. In lot 1. sec. Sfi. T. 7 N
of becoming anything but the S. H. C. No. 445, situated In Tec. 25, N-open letter to the Las Vegas peetatlon of other reward, than the hope
R- - 3 E.
.
7
2
T.
N.,
E.,
R.
R. 2 R. and sec. 31. T. 7 N.. R. t St
and Sec. 3u, T. 7 N..I
poor fellow that be waa.
Optic, by Mr. Moody, former eecre- - satisfaction of doing good. The move,
He names the following witnesses and lot 2. sec. 36, T. 7. N., R. 1 E.
If the Optic has any personal an- It. 3 E.
tary of "the National Fraternal Asso-- ment made but little progress and tipathy
prove
t0
his
names
actual
continuous adverse
He
the following witnesses
She names the following witnesses
nourish, let me beg of you
station, has been snt to me for cer- - would have been abandoned had not for tho to
Possession of said tract for twenty to prove her actual, continuous, adInterest of Laa Vegas, to for- to prove his actual continuous adverse years
tlflcatlon, and having been one of the Mr. Eidson become interested in it get
survey
next
preceding
possession
of
of
the
verse possession of said tract for
said tract for twenty
It. If you have been mislead by
original charter members of that asso- - It is cnly fair that Justice should be others,
twenty years next preceding the tur-ve- y
give them no further heed. years next preceding the survey of tDe township, viz.:
elation, and perfectly . familiar with done to every one, and as I have been As it Is, you are criticising
Eracllo
Garcia,
of
M.;
N.
Feralta,
of the township, viz.:
without the township, viz.:
,
r. nn l..n n nT
PJtTI II
n11
tl
.1
Cll .........
tlT miTn I. 1,'ltn 9 ts 111..n
An.l
Jestis
,,,.
l lie
an
Garcia,
of
Valencia,
M.;
N.
Manuel Maes, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jiopncdno motto - nl.r.,,t vhlnh
Esteban Rael. of Valencia. N. M
Hlg-JosS.
committee, I can verify every wwd tory of this work as to know all about you know- - nothing, and giving
of
Otero,
N.
M.;
I'eralta,
Perea. of Valencia, N. M.;',0n
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. ML;
to those
it. I !o not think it is right that mis- - will
of Mr. Moody's statements.
O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.; lnl Chavez, of Peralta. N. M.
Estanlslao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.;
know the f;cts, an exhibition of
grave
understanding
and
three,
committee
person
Any
were
There
of
the
protest
who
Miguel
desires to
pear
Silva, of Valencia, N. M. '
Araada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Obto.
baseest of human faults, ingratithe
ments
pass
should
allowed
to
location
be
against
choice
for
the
necessary
to
first
Any person who desires to protest
the allowance of said proof N. M.
Finally, it became
tude. Ijet the new and old board setDeming, and second choice Ala- - out some word of protest from me.
Any person who desires to nrotert
chain up th,e little lynxes, for one of
own difficulties In their own against the allowance of said proof sor who knows of any substantial rea-o- r
their
tle
It
due
is
me
say
either
Mr.
selection
of
Eidson
to
mogordo,
for
but
the
under the laws and regulations of against the allowance of said proof.
who knows of any substantial rea- them, in particular, was rather rough,
way, but let us stop all foolish dissatisfactory
things:
to
boon
three
Interior department why such or who knowg of any substantial rear
and both of them persisted in killing place would have
cussions, and join together to open son under the laws and regulations of the
First Had it not been for him, ' up
Interior department why such proof should not be allowed, will be son under the laws and regulation
and eating any chicken who was so a majority of the commftte?. Las
Sani- the
National
grand
Fraternal
the
Sanitarium,
considered
seriously
no
there
not
would have been
at the above-glve- n of the interior department why suets.
unfortunate as to cross their path. Vegas was
otherwise we will find our- proof should not be allowed, will be- Riven an opportunity place
Second But for him it would cer-an- d tarium,
mentioned
to
time
and
proor should not be allowed, will b
opportunity
abovean
They were eventually sold and lost until after the offer by Las Vegas
at
the
gigantic
over
shedding
a
tears
selves
e
given an opportunity at the above- the Santa Fe railroad peopl. of tainly not have been located at Las failure, as the result of our own folly.
time and place to cross-- ! examine the witnesses of said
fight of, and, for about a year, no
Vegas.
committee
what, one or two of the
m'.?Te wild pets claimed our attention.
the witnesses of said claim-- 1 ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal mentioned time and place to
Putting the past behind us, let us
Third To him alone. Las Vega
ant. and to offer evidence In rebuttal,0' that submitted by claimant
Then, one day, an Indian brought considered a magnificent endowment.
the witnesses of said claimant,
press
our
mark
of
the
onward
toward
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of that submitted bv claimant
lynx, half dead from And, as the proirst.ion to give the owes the vast amount of advertising high calling. Yours truly,
and offer evidence In rebuttal of that
in a
elephant, that she received,
Register. submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
starvation and abuse. So nearly dead association this monumental strings
M. P. MOODY.
--o
to
H was his genius, energy and enter-th- e
Register.
did he appear, that after forcing a clean, and clear, with no
MANUEL R. OTERO.
thing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
committee, the committee believed prise, that carried the whole
Register.
little milk down his throat, he was
Yellow
Germ
Fever
The
through. It seems strange irony that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
left in peace to die. In an hour or that they could utillzo the property,
recently
It
discovered.
been
has
lo662.)
(Small
Holding Claim No.
the very man to whom Las .Vegas
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
so 'he 'had revived to such an. extent at least, until they could give that
a close resemblance to tho maDepartment of tha Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
they Is so much indebted, should have boon iitars germ.
system
that no one dared to go within three cation a fair test and in case
from
To
the
free
laria
Department
Office,
States Land
Santa Fe, N. M.,
of the Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim No. 326.)
should find the location not well selected as the especial object of dittaji germs, the most effective
leet of hlm!
January 17, 1906.
States land ofllce, Sauta Fe, N. M.
Whatever others might remedy is Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Department of the Interior, United
Although from that time on he was adapted to the treatment and cure cf criticism.
folhereby
given that the
Notice la
later think or say of Mr. Eidson the Optic, Guarainteed to cure all diseases due to January 29, 1906.
States Land Office, Santa F?, N. Ml,
treated with the greatest kindness and consumptives, that they could
Notice Is hereby given that the follo- lowing named claimant has filed noJanuary 3, 1906.
given plenty to oat, the cat never on secure a more desirable location - as a representative of Las Vegas, malaria poison and constipation. 25c wing-named
of
notice
His intention to make final
claimant has filed
Notice Is hereby given that the folceased to regard his captors as his where thev could bave a milder ell- should have nothing but kind Wards at all druggists.
tice of his intention to make final proof In support of his claim under lowing named claimant has filed nonatural enemies. Anything put in his mate, better railroad facilities, pure an ) r.r.3ie for him.
17
16
sections
and
cf the act of March tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
The committee to locate the
reach w?a seized and bitten furiously waiter, and more general healthful
Proposals for Slate Blackboard and
proof (In support of his claim nnder
all these conditions were tarium consisted of five gentlemen, Painting, Kalsomining and Varnishing, sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
and soon only one of his former ad
by
21, 1893 (27 sections 16
February
of
the act
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
no three of whom, including myself, were
and 17, of the act of Karen
mireres could le Induced to take much known to exist at Deming, and by
Albuquerscnooi,
Indian
United
States
470),
will
Stats.,
proof
and that said
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
In favor of either Deming or Alamo-th- e que,
8, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as emended
notice of him. He soon grew strong other location was ever considered
New Mexico, February 1, 1906.
commade
be
before
United
States
first organization in fact, the- gordo, in preference to Las Vegas, Sealed Proposals,
enough to drag his heavy bx after
"Pro- Stats., 470), and that said proof will missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on by the act of February 11, 1893, (37
endorsed
him, and then a new danger arose, chief surgeon, first president and sec- Mr. Eidson was .Inclined toward Las posals for Slate Blackboard, etc.," and be made before the United States February 27. 1906. viz Federlco San- - Stats., 470), and that said proof will
commissioner at Albuquerque,
be
before the United State
for ho manage:!, several times, to retary of the organization, visited Vegas, providing the Montezuma
addressed to the undersigned at Al- court
chec y Montoya, for the Small Hold courtmade
9,
commissioner at San Rafael, N.
and formally announced, erty could be secured under
make his escape, and It was only with
N. M., will be received at N. M.. on March y 1906, viz.:
buquerque,
Sec.
ing
No.
662,
Claim
in
situated
M., on February 9, 1906, vis.: Barbara,
Otero, for the S. 24,
Placldo Salazar
that Deming was the place, nble conditions, and at the final dio the Indian School until 2 o'clock p. m.,
some difficulty that he was led, or
T. 7 N, It. 2 E.
J. de Pino, for the lots 1 and 3, secwe agreed. The fact is, to use February 2tith, 1906, for furnishing and II. C. No. 698, for lot 1, sections 25
rather, dragged, back to imprison and accepted from Deming a grant of cision,
following
names
He
witnesses
the
ment. On one of these occasions, he land upon which the location was to ;he Optic language, "cards were not
delivering at the School as required and 26; lota 3 and 4, sections 23, 24, to prove his actual continuous ad tion 20; lot 8, section 16 and 17, township 10 north, range 7 west
stacked lor any place, and we en- during the fiscal year ending June 30, 25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township verse possession
was found, after a distracted search, have been made.
of said tract for
He names the following witnesses
It was not until the' reorganization, deavored to make the decLsion with lUiiti, about 2152 square feet of slate 7 north, range 2 east.
in the cow stable; on another, he was
surtwenty
years
preceding
next
the
to prove his actual continuous adHe names the following witnesses vey
found, in the middle of the night, nnd a new committee was appointed, all fairness f3 every locality, con- blackboard 4 ft. wide, also the matertownship,
viz:
of
the
verse possession of said tract for
asleep, u petal rs, in the next room to that any other location was thought cerned. The statement that Mr. Eid- ials and labor necessary for 5807 to prove his actual continuous adverse
Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
of, and this change of heart only son was superseded as president, for square yards painting, 1428 square possession of said tract for twenty Juan Apodara, of Valencia, N. M.; twenty years next preceding the surwhere the children were sleeping.
next,
the survey of Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.; vey of the township, vis:
Sad to relate, he was fed too well, came aliout after Alamogordo and any cause, is without foundation, and yards varnishing and 2832 square yearstownship,preceding
Gorgonlo Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
viz.:
that Ihe editor of the yards kalsomining, all as per specifi- the
Estanlslas Garley, of Peralta, N. M. M.; Pablo Lucero.
and one morning was found, by his I as Vegas commenced bidding against clearly Is shows
of Cubero, N. M
writing undpr false informa cations obtainable at the School. BidJesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
Any person who desires to protest
one devoted admirer, in violent con- each other for the prize but notwith- Optic
Banlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
standing the magnificent offers of tion. The old board, with Mr. Eidson,- ders should state in their bids the Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; against the allowance or said proof, D.
vulsions, which ended his life.
Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
enproposed price of each article to be Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque, or who knows of any substantial reaSineo then no more wild animals these rival candidates, a majority tcf was the Sanitarium. It had the bodAny person who desires to protest
offered. All material and labor will be N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apjdaca, of son under the laws and regulations
have been captured or kept by us; the committee were still loyal to Dem- dorsement cJT the great fraternalauthoragainst the allowance of. said proof,
- subject to rigid Inspection.
The right Peralta, N. M.
ing, Enid only at last acceded to the le,s, but. was not under their
of the Interior department why such
but when we &? the skin of lour
Any person who desires to protest proof should not be allowed will be or who knows of any substantial reaif unruly, pet, adorning the changie, when it became evident that ity, and there was no outside power it reserved to reject any or all bids
to ask for resign itions, and the old or any part of any bid is deemed for against tho allowance of said proof, or given an opportunity at the above son under the laws and regulations of
side of the wall, a reminiscent look not to do so might create a rupture
the best Interest of the Service. Each who knows of any substantial reason mentioned time and place to cross the Interior department, why such
comes into our faces, as we think of among the fraternities, which might board certainly did not.
bid must be accompanied by a certi- - under the laws and regulations of the exnmine the witnesses of said claim- proof should not be allowed, will be
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MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
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of that submitted by claimant.
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great mistake, yet under the condi- means death to many of them. The nve per cent or tne amouni oi me pr- be tup witnesses; or said claimant, ana toMANUEL R. OTERO.
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Notice is beroby given that tTie 1
sufficient ft j iJ. says:
to he returned to the bidder. For fur- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"As I.ont approached last year l
named settler has filed notice Department of the Interior, United
apply to
Information
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resignation
and
Mr.
and
Eidson
of
The
at
location
conStates Land Office, 8anta Fe, N. M
of his intention to make final proof In
found myself in such a
(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
JAMES K. ALLEN,
to that of every other memlor ut tne.
January 9, 1906.
dition that I seriously hesitated upon was a sore disapixtintiiient to me my
Department of the Interior, United support of his claim, and that said
Superintendent
was
board,
absolutely
voluntary.
of
reward
entire
reap
the
Notice is hereby given that the fol-from see others
tho advisability of abstaining
States Land Ofllce, Santa Fe, N. M., proof will bp made before the probate
The minutes of our meetings and
early services, lalwr. I w as one of the original
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on lowing named claimant has filed no-H'wh food,
January 3, 1006.
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correspondence,
the
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charter members, and
etc., during tho penitential season.
ii'ce or ms intention to make final
Notice is hereby given that the fol- March 6. ltior,. viz.:
confined free Mr. Eidson and the old b'"ard
Notice is hereby riven that the lowing named claimant has filed noManuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Ber proof in support of his claim under
"I was very nervous and suffering means of getting the location
In
delay
trans,
the
But
any
Mexico.
blame
from
undersigned will offi-sale and sell
f'r
from a severe mental shock, and felt to lhe territory of New
of hi3 Intention to make final nalillo county, New Mexico, for the sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
and acceptance or t lie .Montezuma at public auction t t!i" highest and tice
pronf In support of his claim under lot 4, of the southeast quarter of the 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
that I needed all the strengthening when I saw the iiositlon Iin tmwnic.n rer
property.
noi
best bidder for cash, on the 9th day sections 10 and 17, of the act of March southwest quarter of section 19, town- by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
properties that, my usual law meat the committee was placed.
While h ive no defense to make of ()f February, l!Hit;, at th" hour of 10 3
States., 470), and that said proof will
breakfa.-t;il, C.'fi Stats., 854), as amended ship 9 north, range 3 east.
and hot lunchea could give iiesit it..'. to approve of thecir action.
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not
just o'clock In tlie forenoon, at the front by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
me. And yet I was anxious tj keep I had known at least four of the any medicine,
names the following witnesses be made before the United State
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years
of door of the postoflice in the City of Stats., 470), and that ald proof will
ciit
prove his continuous residence court commissioner at Albuquerque,
an exemplary Lent, not only in a spir- committee for a long time, some of that a man who has
N. M., on February 17, 1906, vis.. Te- itual si'iise, but by also practicing them very intimately, and I knew his life, in an honest endeavor to dis- Albuquerque, New Me:. o, the follow- lie made before the United States upon and cultivation of said land, viz
Fifty court commissioner at San Rafel, N.
nelf-duthem to be men, K t only of ability, cover a cure I'.r this awful disease. ing described property,
Oregorio Apodaea y Candelarla. of odora Sanchez de Vigil, for the 8. H.
ial.
abused as the vender of ns thousand Fhares of s'e. k of the Ojo M. on February 9. 1906. viz.: Dona- - Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco C. No. 617. In lot 1
Sees. 25. 26. 35
concluded and resources, but men whose moral should
"After t.hir.kinir it over
1 nappen
de Espiritu Santo company, the par clano Bin for the 1 and 2, section 20; Orlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico; and 30; lots 2 and 4, Sec. 26, and lot
triitns ami patent meun-uirnto try Grai-Nutfood in place of character and integrity were anove
:iacli. I repeat now. what I have- to know that the p inedy so denounced value of which is one. dollar per share. lot 2. sections 17 and 20; lot 4. sec Manuel Antonio I'ena, of Pajarlto, 3, Sec. 35, T. 7, N., R. 2 E.
ri'4 a', determined,
however, that at
He names the following witnesses
the first svmptom of increased weak- alwavs before contended, that what- possesses merit of a high degree, and Said stock to be sol t 'f 'he purpose tion 17: l"t ft, sections 8 and 9, town-shi- New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, or Albu
to prove his actual continuous adverse
querque. New Mexico.
in north, range 7 west.
would drop it and ever may be he ouicome of one of the is entirely ethical. Mr. Lloyd deserve - of satisfying judgmet ; recovered by
lies or distress
possession of said tract for twenty
MANUEL It. OTERO,
began 011 greatest movements for humanity that th,. thanks of bota. doctors and con- Gustav Becker agai:.-- ' thij American
lie names the following witnesses
fco back to my old diet.
Valley company and T. 11. Catron in to prove bis actual continuous ad
Register. years next preceding the survey of
in was ever inaugurated in tins country, Humptives
Ash Wednesday t usu Graiie-.Nut- s
I have said these things In common case numbered fiilll, Bernalillo county,
the township, viz.:
verse possession of taid tract for
btead of my prelenien meat break-lasts- . that tliis coinmitle sh'.uid receue the
tne old boaro,' nn the 21st dav of ( K t'.iiiPr, 1904, for twetitv yi ars next preceding the sur-ve- i
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Juan Apodaea, of Valencia, N. M.;
ate the food dry, followed by plaudits of all g. xl nun if the asso- justice, us a member
all this is not the real purport! the sum of $8 iti!t.32, with intern
Ilenlto Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
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a cup cf c.)iva or glass of milk. For ciation shall be a biiccess, and should but my
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mestead
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Manuel Alarld, of Valencia, N.
Figueroa. of Cubero, N.
thereon at the rate of ten per cent
C
but be held blameless if It falls and in of
lunch- en I again to k Gra;e-Nuts- ,
Department of the Interior, Land Of Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M. M.;
l ai.lo Lueero, of Cubero, N. M
M
The idea f tho Smitanuni was per annum ami costs of nit.
this time in the term of a pudding, all events should have the credit lor
flee at San' a Fe, New Mexico, Jan
jf people,
l'.ii is'a Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
Any person who desires to protest
McMII.LEN & I! AYNOLD3,
My dinner was of, the purely unselfish and humanitarian to benefit only one rla-s- s
boiled or baked.
nary HO. luml.
against the allowance of said proof
Attorneys for Gustav Becker. 1). Maitincz. of Cubero, N. M.
the consumptives. As hichly as we re- ttrtorts wnicn tney nave inane.
he usuiil c.-- irai ter.
folNotice i hereby given that the
or who knows of any substantial reaI
.ry person who desirea to protest lowing
.sns'teil the medical profession, we'
FA I It PLAY.
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: the allowanca of said proof,
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why sucn
to meet their i'oiillicting opinl ns, nor;
or who Knows of any substantial rea of lils intention to make final proof in the Interior department
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An a Cdorrtinate

ment of the federal Kovernmont,

Pitiful Case is Thatof Ramora
Chaves Branded a Sneak
Thief by Policy

00XXX)00X)X00000(X0XXXX000
San Francisco. Feb
The most curious
quest ever made in
the Interest of fecienc
tia.s just been com
pleted by Geo. Com
pcro, who arrived in
Tins city some days
ago.
Compere has
been
scouring the
iarasites to destroy
the scales tna; infe.si
and kill orange : ecu.
livery portion (i, the
earth was visl'e.i S

Power of Recall.
branch of

'"

the leRlalative departe
Uie I'nlted States
Ken-at-

unsatisfactory.
This goes without
wiylug.
They do not In any sense, of tho term represent the people. This fact has become notorious. The
senators do not hesitato to show that their only business
la to look aflor capitalistic interests, sectional interests,
or Interests of party. Tho action of certain senators
n rate legislation, that of others on the statehood bill,
that of the democratic senators on all administration
measures confirm this point.
Hut the people are getting tired tired even to detestation of this state of case, and are looking around
for a satisfactory remedy. As indicative of the movement In this direction, Kansas republicans are debating
tho question of nomination of United States senators by
tho people. Tho South Dakota republican slate committee Included In its call for a state convention the nomNebraska republination of a United States senator.
icans did the same last year, and will repeat It this year.
IJllnols republicans have been liominatlnR a senator for
In Wisconsin and some southern states the
Homo time.
nomination is made by a direct state primary Instead
of being left to the state convention.
A Roneral adoption of this plan would be somewhat
of an Improvement over tho present condition, but the
senate will never represent tho people till there is vested
in tho people the power of recall. Oive to the people of
any stale the right by majority vote regardless of politics
to Veto the election of any senator from that state found
recreant to the duties of his position, and mere will lie
no more bought legislatures and no more millionaire
ne.natora paying for a seat in tho senate merely that
they may look after their own Interests.
Is excessively
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lops of the Sandla.
Deputy Sheriff Montoya,

who re
turned with I'erea, couducted a thorough and systematic search for his
man. He finally located him at Chilli!, in a dance hall as hanuv as could
be and while en route back home
outlined J he fact In the case to the
astonislu-Deputy Montoya
Perea.
Is as familiar with the mountain region as with this city, and hence he
had a great advantage in Anally locating I'erea by cut t lug "across lots" and
heading' him off.
Yesterday I,. O. Allers, Francisco
fiarcin and Carlos Garcia left Albuquerque on a searching expedition
into
he
They ;inve
mountains.
not returned, and are probably iee.p-ininto every crevice, nook and corner fur i'erea, thait the fears of the
man's wife here may be appeased or
that she niav know the worst, and
the tetrilile wn-rshe hits been sub-- i
JiM t il to forever more dlsH-lled- .
1'ei. a, strange to say. met neither!
the deputy sheriff nor his friends that
left voireday to look him up. lb iv-tunic. I by way of Chilili and met n.i;
one, he says.
This would in licat
that Hie ollicors and searchers were!
traveling by other routes than tin-one selected by I'erea for the return;
"

j

1

'

with the thieves, tne

Hu nt

sub-

shixitlng and the mortal
sequent,
wounds ho received, being erroneous,
and manufactured out of whole cloth
evidently by some person fond of ere
ating scnsatl ns and causim; trouble.
"I inn Just as well as ev.j-- . if not
better than usual," remarked I'erea,
and his api'araiwe proved the correctness of the assertion.

REMEMBERS
EVERYBODY
THE
CLEAN, SNAPPY PLAYING OF THE
IN
BOYS
UNIVERSITY
THEIR
GAME WITH THE AGRICULTURAL
YOU WILL ALL HAVE
COLLEGE.
A CHANCE
TO SEE THEM PLAY
AGAIN FRIDAY
NIGHT AT THE
CASINO.
FIRST-CLASOPENING
FOR A
AND DRUGGIST AT
PHYSICIAN
FARMINQTON,
N. M.
APPLY AT
ONCE TO H. R. BOWLING,
S

AVENUE

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about thia if
Empress Hour is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, white

'

and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

The trustees of the Congregal ional
church nit t last night at the home of
J. H. Hearrup for the regular monthly
meeting.
Dinner was served at 7
o'clock, after which business was attended to und a social time enjoyed.
O
The ladies of the Degree of Honor
will give a Valentine card party tomorrow evening. February 7, at Odd
Fellows hall, commencing 'at 8 o'clock.
A small admission fee will be charged
0
and during the course of the entertainment refreshments will be served.
Regular meeting of Excelsior Iodge,
No. 1, Dogree of Honor,. Wednesday
night. Feb. 7, at I. O. (). F. hall, at
7:3d sharp.
At 8 o'clock the doors
will be thrown open to admit the
guests to the Valentino card party.
Klta U. Allison, recorder.
Tomorrow afternoon the ladies'
Auxiliary to the Ilrotherhood of locomotive Engineers will give a, musical
tea In Odd Fellows hall. The
will start at 2 o'clock and
continue until 5 o'clock. Refreshments
will be served and a musical program
rendered. Kvorybody welcome.
Major C. Marliu, of I.os Angeles,
one of the best known workers in the
ranks of t lie Salvation Army, and a
very fluent and brilliant speaker, who
is now making a tour of the southwest, will be in Albuquerque today,
tomorrow and Thursday, February li.
7 and 8, and
will conduct special
meetings at the Army barracks, cor- 0
ner Third street and Copper avenue,
beginning tonight at 8:13 o'clock. Adjutant Plumstead, a singer and musician of some renown, accompanies
Major Martin and will assist with the
Wednesday night Major
lectures.
Martin will deliver a stereopttcon lecture entitled, "Orange Harvest." The
public in general are invited to attend
these services.
enter-tainiie-

-

:

RAILROAD

The
Henevolent Society will meet tomorrow afternoon at
2:3u o'clock, at the residence of Mrs.
F. V. Clancy, Oil West Copper avenue.
All members are requested to
be In attendance.

grief-stricke-

I'el a s:iv that
he lieVi r i ioit'lit
sii;!it of ihe thieves, nor the horse nor
carriage, frm the time he left Albuquerque.
He hal trouble of no kind,
the whole reixirt relative to his

J. RICHARDS

Last evening the Hailut Abyad
Temple, Mystic Shriners, gave a delightful smoker in their lodge rooms.
The entertainment began at 8 o'clock
and continued until well along toward
the midniglit hour.

HIM

Hm

j

time.

Searching parlies are wourlng the
mountains lor the ma lined or dead
body of.Nica.nor Iereat who, according
to report received in ttils city, was
and mortally wounded by horse
thieves .whom Ae wa pursuing.
N lea nor Perea Is in the meantime,
safely at home In this city with his
family, where hi arrived last evening.
I'erea Jogged along Hie n ad
from the mountains, entirely oblivious
or the fact that among those very
hills w
friends ami ofllcers in
seairch of his dead body, while at his
abode ill Albuquerque was a family
over his absence produced by the rcoris whioh maite him
out as dead.
I'erea left Wedne.-lanoon, last, In
pursuit of thieves who had widen a
valuable horsei and rig belonging to L.
It. Allxrs, and who had ostensibly
headed for he mountains with their
spoils.
Friday a. messenger arrived from
the mountains with the information
that I'erea had overtaken the thieves
between Tijeras and Gscobosa, demanded the stolen property, and in the
set-twhich ensued, was shot down
and fatally injured.
Th sheriff's department, which was
notified, detailed Deputy Sheriff Mou-toyon tho case to investigate. Saturday night Montoya left for the hill

l

j

A.

.

Territorial

The best cigar for the money that has
pleased your optics, tickled your palate, dellghtel your nostrils for many
a day the very well known and better liked White Lily., It's all well
enough to brag we prefer to let the
White I,lly (W a little shouting for
itself. One costs Ave cents; BO in a
box tax your pocketbook $2.

j

Returned to City Last Night.
Met No Thieves as
Reported.
FOR

"

h
h

Mrs. F. A. Hubbell is arranging fori
an elaliorate party, followed
by ai
dance, at the Klks hall. The date will 113'2 WEST
be announced In these columns in due'

I

SEARCHING

'

THE PRIZE IS WITHIN REACH.

This afternoon at 2:30 the Alamo
Hive, No. 1, 1,. o. T. M., meet in reg- ular review in Odd Fellows hall.

ti...

FRIENDS

-

X

Last evening the Knighls of Pythias
held their redihir meeting nt their
castle hall In Klks opera house.
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

7

.

Uncle Joe's

r
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

,iri.,

ing from the Denver Republican is to the point:
relief from the pest.
"Much has truthfully been said in favor of the Camp
bell process of tillage and soil manipulation as a method
OXKXXX)X)XX0OX KsOOOOOODO
to conserve the moisture and thus produce profitable
crops In semi-ari- d
districts. Much also may be said in o
ClhcMrace
approval of seed selection and the adaptation of Bpecies
Eitmnajble
to arid conditions. But we shouiu bear in mind that X
when all Is said and when all due acknowledgments are
By G'lson Gardner.
X
made, the fact remains that we must look to localities
where Irrigation is practicable for tho greatest successes
XX0000000X)XXCK0XXX300X)OCX
.
In Colorado agriculture.
..
Washington, Feb.
The prospect for rate legislation has Improved more in the past week than in the
six months whiph went before.
CoiftdlUoEus.
There are some prophets
Thn best estimates agree that New Mexico today of legislation so 'rash as to predict that the Roosevelt
contains 300,000 people, and that the real value of its bill will be' passed by the senate within the next four
This, therefore, cannot weeks, and that tho first of March
property is nearly $300,000,000.
will see the Hepburn-DolllvThe census also shows that
bo called a poor territory.
part
a
amendment
law
of the land.
of
the
the proportion of foreign liorn citizens is smaller in the
Such a propriety, however, still appears a t rifle rash.
Sunshine territory than in any of the states of the union.
The congressmen, senators and newspapers opposed But the outlook is most encouraging.
Former Senator
to this territory who throw aspersions on It, do it either Win. K. Chandler believes the fight has been very nearly
In their won.
for their own purposes or through ignorance.
The president Is whistling softly and saying
case their attackB are absolutely unjustified and unfair.
nothing.
The opposition is correspondingly cast down
to
property
taxable
Kven cutting the real value of the
Senator Klkins now talks of reporting the
one-hal- f,
namely, to 150,0H0,0ti0, New Mexico need not In spirit.
bo ashamed.
That sum makes a very good showing for Dolllver bill or a bill drawn to accord with the
300,000 people. .
bill, which will come from the house.
h
There are no millionaires here; the wealth is pretty
(lormau
and
held
have
conferences;
several
but
with
comparatively
many,
well distributed and while there are
The railway lobby has been talkspeaking, poor people, yet they own their own little no apparent result.
Altogether there are daily signs of a
farms and have their own land holdings upon which they ing compromise.
make a contented and fair living. This state of affairs breaking up of the senatorial opposition.
compares more than favorably with that now existing
in the richest states of the union where there are paupers
The house of representatives will pass the Hepburn
by the tens of thousands on one hand and a Tew many rate bill as it came from the committee, and almost
times millionaires ou the other. 1V"W Mexican.
unanimously.
Is it possible for the L'niled States senate to hold out, even for a moderate length of time,
Let us calculate against the unanimous house and the practically unani"Let us Btart right, therefore.
from a sound basis, for then there need l,e no mistake mous public?
The answer is: It is technically possiStartiug this way, ble; but it is highly improbable.
and no aftermath of disappointment.
in the present situit 4s safe to say that by careful, thorough,1 intelligent ation the following courses are open to the senate:
Time-killin- g
employment of tho Campbell process success may be
1.
consideration of uniiiipoitanf legisachieved on the plains in the eastern part of this state lation, followed by adjoumemeut without any action.
It. might fail in excesin more than half the years.
2. The passage of a different bill, such, for examsively dry years, but probably the failures would be ple, as the Foraker or the Klkins substitute; followed by
more numerous than those occurring from oue cause or an effort to force the house to accept their bill.
3.
another In the recognized farming stales of the central
The passage of an amended house bill; followed
west.
Hut lot no one make the mistake of thinking that by an effort to force the house to accept their amendd
success can be achieved by a
method of em- ment.
Mr. Campbell will inploying the Campbell process.
4.
Open opposition to any ami all rale legisla'iou.
sist, and be right In doing so, that his process or system
". Complete surrender.
is not to be measured or judged by results when his instructions are not followed. To call a method of tillage
Since the first of January the senate has been shapthe Campbell system does not make it so."
ing its policy to a program of delay.
Clog the wheels
1
Hut that
of legislation, and discredit the president.
The question often raised whether the briber or the program is proving rather unsatisfactory.
The Wore
bribee Is the more to blame, very much resembles the the senate tries to discredit. Roosevelt, the more the pinj-pl- e
discredit the senate.
The honorable membrs of that
old controversy as to which was first, the hen to lay the
Neither could exist body are only human, and the galling lire they have been
egg or the egg to hatch the hen.
So is it in every case of bribery. under for six months is beginning to tell.
without the other.
Kven lough
There could be no bribery were there not th. man with old pirates like Klkins are beginning to wince; and the
Kqually Hue has begun to falter.
the itching palm and the dull conscience.
'To what purpose, and how long is it to continue?"
could there bo none wore there not the avaricious soul
and the selfinh heart ready to pay for unfair advantages the senators are beginning to ask.
What is the use?
gained. Hence each is equally guilty' and each should If rate legislation is to be passed anyway, why not do it
The members of a and get it. over?"
be equally and severely punished.
Senators know that the pressure on
ional legiscity or county government, of a slate or-n- at
them will be increased twenty fold as soon as the house
lature who sells out the people who selected him to act has done its work. They are warning the leaders against
who seduced him to such unpleasant consequences of a olitieal and personal sort.
for them, as well as the
action, should be made such c.n example of criminal punishment as to thoroughly deter all others of like dispoThe second and third alternatives have been most
sition and opportunity.
seriously considered.
I'nder ordinary circumstances the
plan of the senate opposition would be that favored by
Ivordtfburg Liberal:
I'tiited States Senator Warren Senator Foraker, namely, io pass a bill similar to the
of Wyoming, has Introduced a bill giving women the right house bill, and force I he house to accept the change.
to voto in federal elections In all states of the union. Tho objection to this plan is found in the solid front
The senator is previous, In Tact, too much so Santa Fe presented by tlM. house of representatives.
With a
You do not divided house, ami a pliant speaker, it has generally been
New Mexican. What is It to you. colonel?
in a slate. Judging from your editorials you do not easy enough for the senate to force the house to U'lid to
want to live In the only kind of a state you have a chance Its terms.
by a
Hut now the senate is confronted
to. So. why should you object to the kinds of votes that unanimous bouse, and a speaker who bus longed, for
may be cast In a state?
vcars. for h irooil nnttortiinitv t l.rinr thu nr.hiiil senate
to its knees.
I'ncle Joe Cannon has been waiting for
It Is stated that the Pennsylvania Railroad company thirty years lor the present moment, and the way lie will
will spend 195,000,1)00 on improvements during l'JUG. crack the whip aUmt the ears of such senatorial leaders
That is a great many more millions than the general as) Aldrlch, Keau and Klkins will make the boys sit up
government devotes to betterment
of all kinds In a and take notice.
.lust paste this prediction in your hat
year.
The revenues of t lie 1'nlt.ed States are enormous, and refer to it about the beginning of March.
but tho people get precious little returns from them,
because they are necessarily swallowed up by an army
The slogan of the house of representatives Is to be
of more or less useless and useful servants, more of the "no compromise."
The rate biU must go through the
the fornmr than of t life latter.
senate as it comes from the house, without the change
of a letter or a comma.
The house leaders will refuse
Another field in which speculation is becoming irra- ii. it..i,.iu. I.
i.oi
t.. nntti a swiniVrenPt com
Ijist year building permits to mittee to adjust differences between a House and seuate
In real estate.
tional
ths value of $o28,000,oimi were taken out III twenty-si- x
What, is more, the house will reruse to pass u
bill.
American cities, compared with $:i75.u0u,0io In the year Joint resolution to adjourn until the rate bill has been
1904.
The climax to all periods of prosperity has been Indorsed. That is the pill which the senate must swalmarked by just usch a movement as we ate now experi-ftM'in- g low. And it is the bitterest pill that has been handed
in real estate, says Henry Clews.
to that body within the memory of the oldest uiemuei.
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Broken Line, Sold up to $21.00

Ramora Chaves, mi a.ued man who
already it would appear, bus one foot
in the gtave, will prohah.y wihs to
tho great beyond with tl.i s'ain of a
sneak theif branded to Ins name, for
according to the police, Citaves is a
thief, has In i n one for ome time and

Dry Farming.

'

190.

FROM LAST SEASON

I

JAIL

prolmbiy wiil a ways be such.
The man plies his nefarious occupation under cover of darkness. He
the hiiMir.
sneaks along t lie public streets, avoidfrom
N
Carper
Kmi
Francisco ing pedo.'ri.ins
whenever he can.
to New York, from Now ami then lie dans
down an alley.
New York to Brazil, skulking along m i i
ha.lo.v, seizins;
IIOJIl Brazil to
t
ah this or tia' which happens to be left
don, from London to outside Inadvertently and then in the
Australia, from Aus- - same dogged manlier seeks his ren
iiniiu iii v ii i na, i o n dezvous.
George Compere.
Chaves has often fallen into the
( tuna back
'o Aus
on his soft shoe
tralia and thence to San Francisco. Wlu'n the desired clutches of the Kilice
missions. Last evening he felt the
parasite was found, after months of minute search, many grasp
on his shoulder
of a blue-coof Its eggs were sent in cold storage to the local quar- and underwent the sensation of being
antine station for insect pests maintained by the state dragged to a light where he could be
horticultural department.
Unfortunately the eggs did more advantageously Inspected. Then
he was carted to the city prison ami
not hatch.
Chaves was sneaking
After deliberation and communication with Com- locked up.
pere It was agreed that trees Infested, with the scale through an alley in the rear of the
store of IS. llfeld & Co., on Railroad
should be sent to China and then tnk?n hundreds of avenue
when intercepted by the
miles Inland, where they could be exposed to the Influence of the exterminating parasites.
Compere went
Earlier in the evening Chief McMil- through great hardshlns and much ilnm.
lin noticed a man approaching him on
Journey inland with the infected trees.
Second street who darted across the
He had to Jour
ney for days in a boat on a river that ran so swiftly street Just before morning him. The
marshal followed and found that the
that it was impossible to nronel Hie !.
iih
party he had hailed was Chaves. He
Coolies towed the boat, with
tin. uri tftllll was ordered off the streets.
The Optic believes that thousands of acres of New for days at a time. Finally the lournev was etwle.i
n,i
This morning, as has been the case
Ulexlco land that have always been unproductive 'may be the trees were taken ashore.
The Chinese in that sec- before, the family of Chaves preventjnade to yield crops yearly as the result of the applica- tion had never seen a white man before rt.iir.r-ed Judge Crawford sending the man
tion of scientific methods of Intensive cultivation. For rival and thy came miles to see him.
The trees were to Jail. As a matter of fact Chaves
Is more
anyway, than
months tho Optic has been advocating a thorough test of curried overland Into- the interior mwi.j ik
in.,- - Hit Ulltll dangerousof a nuisance,
seems
with
dry farming methods In the I us Vegas locality, and is the parasite finally made its home in the Infested
trees. kleptomaniacandtendencies. Imbued
The old man
i ue irees were then
extremely well pleased with the movement that has been
carried to the river by coolies, seems unable to check himself
from
HtarU'd to give dry farming a thorough test in that sec- where they were shipped by' Compere, who traveled with
the habit he has formed of wandering
them to San Francisco.
tion.
The trees have traveled over about in the dead of night and form
The Citizen has taken equal Interest with the Optic 12,000 miles by sea and humlrerlu of mil.. h innH
ing an attachment for articles met
in this subject, and has spared no little lalHr to put this are receiving the best care and are being carefully with In his travels which are not nail
if
matter fully before the people of this section; but
ed down or. locked up.
If the parasites develop, inul liv
watched.
h
The sentence of the court was that
anything Is doing or has been done toward experimenting tremendous relief will li affordo,! th
in dry farming during the coming season, The Citizen has trees In southern California. If the parasites should die he serve 10 days on the streets in
not beard of it. Doubtless this is largely due to the fact another trip will be made to China. Mr. Compere default of a $10 fine.
that the error was made and contended for that the brought Into California SOMie 4 Tim Q P r the Mj raull a
Campbell system of dry farming is nothing more thati. the lives upon the worm of the codlin moth.
Its develop N1CAN0R PEREA
temporals which the Indians and others from time im- ment, cultivation and mission were so successful that
memorial have practiced. In this connection the follow- fruit growers from all over the country have found
NOT MURDERED
Via
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NOT HELP STEALING

After Parasites

W. T. McCREIGHT
Unfitness Manager

W. 8. 8TRICKLER
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AGED MAN WHO CAN

World Wide Hum

The Citizen Publishing Company

CITIZEN

EVENING

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.
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EASY PAYMENTS

FURNITURE,

CROCKERY,

STOVES

RANGES

AND

Borradaile

& Co.

oooooooooo

Jan

"I made $350 on

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

The Colorado Telephone Co.
R00H1

18

oooooooo
IHt INhW
ANTONIO

HOME

CO9OO0OOOOO9

ooooooooco

YORK
ARMIJO,

Special Sales Every Saturday.

00ORO0000K0

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

5

Third Street.

oooooooooo

MELINI & EAKIN.

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet ft
Chanrton White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. li. C. Lohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners aud distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated
and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta Tlrtt
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

To License Ticket Brokers.
Some one'has decided to license the
ticket brokers and after quite a dis
cussion It 'was finally decided to make
it only $1"H per annum, placing a prohibitive license on a legitimate busi- 0
ness. The only person who stands
between the railroads and the public
is the ticket broker: we save the peo- 2
ple thousands of dollars every year,
and only make a fair profit, guaran- Y

I

every transaction.
teeing alsolutely
Hut its always the person that tries
to save money for the poor that is to
be downed. In cities like Chicago,
St. Iiuis. Denver and Kansas City,
the. license is $."i0 per annum, and they
times the business
do twenty-liv- e
there that possibly could be done
here. If the city needs more MONEY
wiiy don't they tax the saloons more?
They pay less here than any other
mrt
do too
place, but that would
much pull Oh, no. and the election
drawing near, also.
In bleeding, temiwranee Kansas they
have to pay $ti0rt per annum and here
Why, I think $"u per annum in advance would be fair and not. an extortion, and not placing the business
In line with a class of people whose
business is considered not desirable.
AN OLD TICK KT BROKER

FAIR

Piop.

FIRE CHILE

GROWN

.Mary

complication of diseases. She was 73
years old at the time of her death
and was born in Kentucky. She has
been a resident of Albuquerque for
Arrangemonths.
about eighteen
ments for the funeral srvices have not
been completed as yet but it is thought
that the interment will take place
tomorrow afternoon.

N. T. Armljo Building.

LOW RATES

O00wvs0ooo

Mary Ann Pennington.
Ann Pennington, wife of W.
M. Pennington, the phtographer, died
at.
120
last night at her" residence
Walnut street, from old age and a

mmmcm

that 60c." said
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.

MORTUARY.

Jose Maria Roybal.
The funeral services over the remains of Jose Maria Roybal, the
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Roybal, who died February 4, were
held this morning from the chapel of
A. Borders, the interment taking place
in the San Jose cemetery.
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LOW PRICES
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furniture!

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
(.imirs, usioniersRacks, Hall Trees. Library and
net s and Rockers
i

a

a.uu

I

0

c

liesimis Just Received, from

Book Rac ks. Hat
Stand Tables Medicine Cab- -

t'tate Racks.

The McBrian Furniture Co.
WE ARE SELLING

Iteiit'K lus.'i t I lest rov.r, the beat bus and insect destrover made. It is
harmless ro human betiiKs, but death to all Insects. 35c Per Bottle.
SOLD ONLY BY US.

H. II. HIv HjCjK &
l'KOP'S, AI.VAHADO

Firm Si. and Gold

Aire.

COMPANY

1MIAKMACV

Both Phoae

I
4
C
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PROPOSITION

ALBUQUEKOUE
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Daring, Record Smashing Offer

OF IDA M. TARBELL
Exploitant

City

Local Company Accepts Offer of $250,000

Must Assume Bonded Indebtedness of Water

Contract

PAGE

METHODS OF RESEARCH

BUY WATER

PLANT IS UP TO VOTERS

Concern Also-- City

EVENING CITIZEN

Attorney to Draw Up

of Standard Oil
Went After "Big Six"
Like a Frenchman.

TWO STORIES CONSUMbD TEN

It takes nerve to make it, but we never shrink from a thing no matter
how unpleasant, if deemed necessary. We have just finished

EARS

inventory and have decided that

and Ordinances.

Few readers appreciate the wide
popularity of .Miss Ida M. Tarlxdl, of
the regular naff of .McCltires .Magazine, who has been upending the past
NIGHT
LAST
BUSINESS
MUCH
COUKCILTRANSACTED
f.-dnys In Alhiiiic rutto In company
with William Allen White, another
well kn. wn writer, and John S.
"
divt 1' r their protection. The coun- the Mct'lure-I'nillipCompany,
action.
favorable
il
took
publisher or McClure'g Magazine.
The city fathers voted last- 4
Brokers.
Ticket
Licensing
About
.
Miss Tarbell Is in her
evenitiK to have the eity attorAldf.ns.;n lift Id stated that he had )ear.
Her first work of distinction;
ney draw- - up the necessary con- advisability of licens- was
looked
the
into
a life sketch of Naoleon Ik ma-- :
tract and ordinances with the
ing ticket brokers, and In view of the parte,
tin second was probably the
Water Supply company for the
by them
done
smaU
of
business
volume
greatest historic sketch ever written
purchase of the local plant at
not
should
exceed
thought
license
the
1250,000, the same to be submit- payable quarterly In on Abraham Lincoln, and the third and
$100 annually,
ted to the next meeting of the
attorney was ln-- t last was a history of the Standard Oil
city
The
sdvanre.
council, in ort'.er to brine t he mat- - i
an
ordinance fixing niono)oly. Kach k.f these histories
t.
draw
:i:ct..i
ter letove 1 lie people at the next
nml so completely
iiei me at $100 anr.itally, and in was so complete
t.'.o
based on facts that they attracted
municipal elect f n.
act n iiue with the remainder of .Mr. wide
attention and brought mncn
9 f 9 9. 9 9 Iliedd's niunestions.
9. 9
9
f
credit to the writer. So deep had
A hatch of ordinances received first
ot
tells
,
In a. nutshell the f reKo nK
th,.nl each subject btvn prtled that the
eu,rk ,
Rm
,
method. of research used by the
,
,
action taken by the city dads at the
,h
regular session held In tne council problem. Tiiey were referred to the writer has been a matter of much
every
conjecture, and even concern. Some
chamber lawt nipiit. at which
finance committee.
who set themselves up as authorities
member was present.
About a New City Hall.
so ffed t some of the details of Miss
Started Ball Rolling.
resoluoffered
Harrison
a
Alderman
Alderman Wilkerson flatted the tion to the effect that the building in- Tarbell's histories, denying that they
ball rolling by moving that a com- spector, marshal, Are chief and prob- were facts, but time and records have
mittee le apjiointed to confer wnn ably others confer with architects of proved that they were trut.hu.
hen Mlsti Tarbell
first came to
the water company, offering it s.'aii. Albuquerque for the purpose of sectir- 000 for the plant, ami if it accepted i,,., niansi fol. th erection of a new this city on Friday, she refusal, clevMr. White
to provide rbr the issuing of bonds to t..jy n,nnK to replace the dilapidate erly, to be interviewed.
waa the 8xkesman for the arty. and
consumniate lhe s.tle, tihe same to be ,,, time-wor- n
and disgraceful
to a vote of the people.
niie at present In use. Marshal Mc- - Mr. White refused to talk anything
sub- - m i ;n allowed an Involuntary "Amen" but frivolous.
Miss Tarbell doesn't
Alderman Gillenwuter tlun
frivolous, and that
matted a comniMilcntlon from the () escape him at the conclusion of know how to
why Mr. White was given
Water Supply company.
Alderman Harrison. In order to per- - Is
Communication of Water Company, uilt the city attorney time to invest - the heavy duty of receiving newspaper
He la very fond of meet
the communication gate whether or not the municipality rtiportons.
In substance,
stated thai ali'h.Jiigh ihere was a dif- could issue bonds for such a building, ing ponple, anyway. However, 'he
ference of opinion among some of the further discussion was deierred until consented to 8K?ak to Miss Tarbell
to see if she would not submit to an
stockholders of the company as to Friday evening,
Warrant Drawn for Crematory,
interview. The reenter saw Miss
the advisability of accepting the offer
council
Mayor
notified
the
McKee
Tarlwll, and Mr. White had not menof the illy f $2u0,0tMi for the plant.
n
gar-Iground
city
dumping
for
tioned the matter to her, but she in
at a recent meeting n majority voted that the
an
purchased
bage
at
had
been
turn, saw Mr. Phillips, who Is paying
favor of accepting It, and the resothe
pense
700
mouth
of
the
at
of
for her time, and he gave his consent
passed, providing for and In
Par-t- o
on
street
sewer
South
Second
for her to talk on her methods of re- consileration of the stipulated amount
already
purchase
of
have
ticulars
this
turn the plant over to the city of appeared exclusively in these col-ti- sea
"My methods are French met
Albuquerque. July 1ft, l'.H.fi. or at such
On motion of Alderman
were her first words, '"at least, they
that stilted the municipality. In
for
drawn
a
warrant
wa8
are methods that .have grown out of
the citv was to pay the cost '?
my training for literary work whiie
of the Twelfth street extension, as this amount.
Electricians.
for
Licenses
in France.
ordered by the ouncil. and all other
providing studying
was
read
An
ordinance
Time and space will not iterant of
extensions ordered, and the contract for licensing all iiersons engaged in
and franchise between the city and electrical work. Each license will a reproeluction of the pleasant and in
the water company be cancelled at. the cost $1. It applies to employers as t cresting talk the reporter listened to
in the next thirty minutes. Miss Tar
delivery of the plant. The plant is to
well as employes.
bt.Il talks as well as she writes, and
turned over to the city free of all InSnowballing Must Be Stopped.
debtedness, except the b' nds, amountwhich will be every time she o)ens her mouth she
ordinance
Another
ing to $75,oii0. held by the company, generally condemned by the small says something worth listening to,
dated October 1, 1800. secured by a American urchin, but hailed with de Mr. White will have t count, her
trust deed to the American loan and llirht. bv those who were once boys out when It. comes to talking frivoper cent themselves when the game was a fa- - lous.
Trust company, bearing
After three years of study in a
interest, and payable ociotter l,
vorite pastime, Is that which prohilt- anil lionds between $100,000 and $ll".-.i- i
within the citv limits Fri'nch school of Journalism, and lis
ooo. payable October 1. 1913, to Uie Tm,, penalty for all violations of this tening to many lecturers. Miss Tarbell
to
Illinois Trust and Savings company, ordinance will be fixed by the finance returned to Iut native country
wit.h interest, the paying periods being commit tee to w hich it was referred take up the work she hail chosen as
a life's vocatletn. Her first great lit
April 1st and October 1st - or each before its second reading,
erary accomplishment, was a history
Sewer Question Discussed
vear. the. water conipanv to be en- Alderman Walker In his address to of Naixtloon Bonaparte, which placed
titled to all sums due it at time of
transfer, and the balance of the pur- - the council urged Immediate act ion . her among the foremost writers of the
an enviable posl
chase price, after satisfying all liens relative to the sewer question. Hea day, and gave heir
against property, other, than these said that if long talketd of plans.rela-deed- mm with M;uJ-e- .
come
to
"It waa wthilo I was doing eome ed
and bonds, so assumed by the tlve to having an expert
exam-liver- y
itorial work for the. McCturo Mam
to be paid in cash mon the do-- ! Imnuere.ue for the purpose of rejcom-being
present
system
Ining
and
the
zine, that I first Ix'gan my life of Lin
of the ilan.t, the understanding
that, a contract, be entered into mending improvements, It was
coin. We received many letters and
once
engaged
at
he
be
tiiad calls from many people who hai
the city and eomiwnv em- dient that
all provisions made in the nsmnch as the spring election is near known Mr. Lincoln, but In none of
necessary
the
jeo
be
will
for
when
it
the.m could we find sufficient informa
commun.lcat i.rn.
pie to vote on the floating of bonds tion
Ordered to Draw Contract. C.illen-wato- to
fc an article. After I had gath
The
carry
extensions.
needed
out
r
Al
llfeld asked Mr.
ered considerable information, I saw
deabsolutely
building
in
increase
opportunity for a good story. My
if all supplies on hand were inmanded sewer improvements if a san- an
cluded in the deal and was informed itary city was to be had. A meeting work on Lincoln consumed five years.
that it did except supplies ordered will be held Friday afternoon in C'erk In flie work on Honaparte I had to
entirely
on documentary Into mn!)i' extensions already ordered l.tn-'- s otfice to discuss this matter at
Hanky
formation, but in the work on Linby the council. Alderman
mid when, unquestionlength
more
coln, the field was much larger. Many
then moved that the city attorney be ably, an expert will be employed.
people still livej that had known him,
instructed to prepare- - necessary or-- i
Will Be Cleaned.
Avenue
dinnnccs and a contract with the waiter, The council instructed the street and there weni relatives who knew
com nan y in order to bring the matter commissioner to clean the ditch on much abont him. I studied his early
tefore the people at the iK'Xt munici- Tijeras avenue as far as Railroad ave- life by visiting the Iwnne of his childAs a surveyor, I visited the
pal election, the same t j be submitted nue. This ditch is reported as being hood.
be held! in bad condition.
places he had surveyed, and had
at a meeting of the council 10 meeting-nighsketches made of the work he had
Friday evening, next. The
Scavenger's Bond Approved.
As a lawyer and fftaitesman,
was set for thi nieiit owing to
On motion of Alderman Wilkerson done.
where he hini. practhe intention of Alderman llfeld leav- the bond of City Scavenger Mitcliell I vivjted plae-eing the city Saturday, and the desire W118 a.,prov,,,j. The ,(nd of the Par ticed, studied the court records and
to have all members present when
Addition Improvement .company read the files ef old newspapers givand of poing accounts of bis ea-saction Is ready to l,e taken on the was referred tti the city attorney.
he attended.
litical meetings
tntract, iti1., so prepared. The vote!
Wherever I eould learn of a person
on this motion resulted in an aye from jj;DQE MCMLUN CONSIDER
who had known him er knew some
STATEHOOD FAVORABLE reminiscence of him. I would gi ami
who registered i nay. Alderman Gil-- i
see him. I read all of his
lenwater did not vote?. Thus ended '
ti,.. n.fiti,,. fl,nl matter.
that I e'ould find, and all
OPPOSITION OF ANT1S HAS ACTHorses Must Not Be Overchecked.
SUSPI of these yielded me Lhe information
ED AS A BOOMERANG
Aft it City Clerk Harry l.e read the
CION OF CONGRESS IS AROUSED for a history. The work was tedious
and consumed five years."
minutes of the last meeting. Mayor Miss Tarbt'll's
"Life of Lincoln,"
judire Daniel H. McMillan, of So
McKee nermitled Mrs. liorden to address the council. Mrs. Horden form- rlrro jS jn tn cj,y t remain a couple 'nought her fresh laurels, and not
ed one of a committee apxinted by f days. Judge McMillan Is an ardent only made her position with McClure
niMre secure, but brought her into such
C. T. I', to present a eution simixirter of ioint statehood and stat.
the W. by
prominent ladies of Albu- - ed this morning that he Ixdieved that pnnnluence that the public demanded
signed
against the checking ntiwilh the adininist ration back of it more of her work. A1 her subsenuerciue
Alderman Han- - the Hamilton bili would pass. He be- - quent work .has bevn received with
h rscs while hitched.
ley moved that t ho petition be nfer lleves that Socorro county will, in the equal appreciation.
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MORE SUITS AND OVERCOATS MUST BE
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For Three Days
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supreme effort to clear the stock.
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Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Only

.
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ANY SUIT OR
OVERCOAT IN

struc-snbmitt-

1

$H 75
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l-

Your free and unrestricted choice of 750 suits (except staple blacks), and
all of our best overcoats, not a one has been withdrawn. This includes all
of our best grades worth $1 5.00 to $22.50. You will never have such a
chance again, so be on hand early to get first choice.

.
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Han-wMltt-- n.

Don't forget that this sale is for three days only and will
positively close on Wednesday night at 6 p. m.
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Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a cbauge of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble ft
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
13. BLOCK,
Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

308 3 JO RAILROAD

AVENUE

Albert Faber

Crown Studio
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
2 5 14 West Railroad Ave.
Auto phone, 320.

Novelty

I

Carpets

and Draperies

Works

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

AVE,

321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment

of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG ULOCK.
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er just. Thornton. Ilirth 'phones.
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CARPET

THORNTON
Cleans everything.
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MLLINI & EAKIN
8ol

CXXXXXOcDOOOr CCCCOOCOjOClOa
The Best Place to Eat

Pollock's

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

199.

Restaurant

WEST SILVER AVENUE.
3O0000OO000O0O00OOOOO0O09
120

When you want toruetblng Id' the

House Furnishing Line
Go To

Chas. L. Keppeler

3'

"vw-i- '

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
baftlBf,
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron VronU for
Buildings.
Ropalrm on Mining: mnd Mill Maohlnory m Bpoolmlty
Foundry east !de of railroad track.
Albiqaerqie, H. H.

0

Room 17. N. T. Armljo Building.

323 South Second St.
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Highest prle,y puld for household
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED
goods. New and second hand goods
Wholesale and Retail
bought and sold. Phongs; Store
HIHK3. PELTS AND WOOL
Red 2S2; House Black 2ti3.
j. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
IP VOU WIHll TO EAT a good Cti2 S uith Hrst Street Both Phonei
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
&
8,'le, go to South Third street, corner:
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
served promptly at any hour of the,
LOANS
night, prices will b from 25c to 3Uo.
phone 451.
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10. ..' T
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Rich and rragrant
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lioards at the local piay oouse.
six
Albuquerque
from
came
to
back
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railnever
any
team
Indianapolis
other
has
position
of
occurence
Tho
and
ooncerta aucli as Albuquerque talent
way, via Torrance, N. M.
months at Detroit in December, to beach line back of Nome can be de
town
that
of
to
fans
looked
natural
the
more
only
give are always welcome,
leave shortly after for a run up to termined only by actual investigation.
Your business respectfully solicited.
with Geo. Hogrlever missing from Denver.
From Denver he was drawn It Is safe to predict that the Nome
cart should be used in selecting the right
decided
W. H. ANDREWS.
kins
Wat
has
field
and
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
up
Chicago
Detroit
finally
to
to
and
Popular
dates for the same.
The
to resurrect him from the class B again,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
tundra will ho the scene of more ex
severe
was
too
weather
but
the
league where he has been exiled for
during the present
THEATRICAL.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
for the vetrean base ball pitcher, nnd tensive operations
Ethel the past year.
J. P. LYNG,
says that he has come back winter than In any previous year,
l full houso greeted the
now
he
a. L. GRIMSHAW,
evening
at
City Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Tucker Stock company last
Traveling Frt. and Pass. AgL
Up to date Battling Nelson has been to Albuquerque to remain indefinitely.
their
of
the opening performance ThS play accused of having love affairs withiGoldie might be Inveigled into playing DELEGATE ANDREW'S
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
flvie nights' engagement.
every shapely spear car- first base for the Hrowns the coming
practically
Engseason
NEW
BILL
OFFER
Market
Broadway
and
last nignt was the well known.
Thorne," rier between
lish society drama, "Dora as
Next thing ho will be charged
much street.
which, like "East Lynn," is
PROBVTE COURT
with having designs on Lydia Pink-hnMAKING ANOTHER NEW NEXICO
years
a drawing card today as it was
Dr. Mary Walker.
and
- - "Dora Thorns"
JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AND IN Monday ago when first dramatized from the
Prolate Judge, Jesus llomero, who
CRASING SUPREME COURT MEM
Sysonby may not start in the Brooknovel of the same name. Miss Tucker Tuesday
"Tompkins' Hot Finish"
has been 111, held court yeftorday.
BERS TO SEVEN.
as Dora Thorne, was equally aceepta- lyn and Brighton handicaps after all. The following cases were considered:
Wed'day - "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
.Matter of estate of Margarita Montoya
e Armijo, deceased, Nestor He it enacted by the Senate and House Thursday "Are You an Odd Fellow?"
of Representatives
of the United
Montoya and Thomas Werner appoint-- '
States of America, in Congress as Friday - - - "Oeadwood Dick"
eil appraisers.
sembled ;
Matter of the estate of Pabla C. de
That hereafter the supreme court
Badaraoco, deceased. Hiring of the
vaudeville fea
the territory of New Mexico shall New and
claim of J. Badaracco against snid of
tures between every act.
of a chief justice and six as
estate continued until Monday, Feb- consist
sociate justices, any five of whom
ruary 12th.
a quorum:
Provided
The will of Florence Anderson was shall constitute
the judge who presided at the Ladies Free Monday Night
Californtans raise gold they don't mind much 7iow. An easier way
presented for probate, and Monday, That
u cause in the court below Providing seats are
Mat- been found than that. It Is now obtained by farming. The alchemy
las
at
secured
March nth, set for the date for proving trial of
shall not
at the. 'hearing !' the
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
son's. Prices, 15c, 25c, 35c.
same.
and other products of the soil into good clothes, comfortable residences,
Matter of the estate of F. H. Twist, same case on appeal or writ of error
and assuring bank accounts. 'TIs being done every day in California.
clece ised. ictltion askine that S. C. in the supreme curt of the territory
2.
That it shall be the duty
Wouldn't It pay you to inquire into this? Better yet, why not go there?
Jackson, administrator of the estate, of Sec. president
to apiioint one ad
the
U required to make a rejiort ot his
justice of said su
doings in said estate, said adminis-tra- t ditional
One Night Only
r being now a resident of Mans-ft- ' prenie court In manner now provided
by law, who shall hold his olllce for
Id,
granted.
.. wa
Report of Tomas A. Ouruln, special the term of four year and until hi
is ajiointed and qualified.
guardian
of Manuel Apodaca, ap- successor
Sec. 3. That the fcald territory shall
proved.
be
judicial
seveu
Into
divided
districts,
From Albuquerque to almost all points In California and to many places
'
Matter of the esta'e of Robert Price, and a district court shall be held in
In Arizona.
Liberal atop over privileges.
.
A. Borders appointed adJOHN CORT
ono
each
justices
the
by
district
of
On sale dally, February 15 to April 7, 190G. Tourist sleepers daily
ministrator, without bond.
Announces
of
supremo court at such time
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
Matter of the ostMe of John Mur- and the
place as Is or may be prescribu
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
phy.
A. Borders appointed adminisFor particulars, apply to
by law. Kach judge, utter assignment,
Topeka 4. Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
trator, without bond.
Atchison,
The
Matter of the estate of Herbert shall reside in the district to which
WITH
Brown, deceased. Ranion.l Brown ap- - he is assigned.
Sec. 4. That the present elurf Jus
pointed administrator, without bond
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are
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herebv
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and
his
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rep; rt of A. simpler, au
with power and authority, and
IN
niiiiistr.itor of estate of N. C. Bennett, vested
tiny are hereby directed to divide the
(In effect Ncneinu. r 12, 1905.)
(!e: i ased, was approved and adminis
s.:iid territory into seven judicial dis
tastbound.
discharged.
tr:"or
tricts, and make such assignments of
No. 2, Atlantic L'xpress, arrives 7:55
The will of (Jeorge H. Somers,
a.
judges
provided
fe:30 a. m.
for
in
departs
the first
in.,
...SANTA
was approved and admitted the
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
to prolate. J. (. Baldrldge and Otto section of this act as shall, in their
p. in., departs 12;liy a. in.
A, Judgment, bo meet, and proper. Pro
Iicciiii.a:in apixlnied executors.
No. 8, Chicago
i
vided, That, one of said judges shall
J
Kansas City ExJO,
December
905
Effective
IC.
Walker and John Borrartullo
press, arrives ti:40 p m., departs
reside and hold a district court in the
d appraisers.
7:45 p. ni.
of Socorro.
Westbound.
Kastbound.
of the city
Reitort ;f the appraisers
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
5.
Sec.
U'o
sa'tl
district
court
That
ap
estate of Kli.aUeth Baxter was
A New Modem Play by
C:50 a. in., departs 7:30 a. ra.
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same
to
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vested,
hear,
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M.
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tniivstrairtx of tho estiite of J. G and determine aJl matters and causes
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8:15 p. m.
departs
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that
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other
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the
courts
districts
12:51
apWilliams, in the sum of $800, was
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
Florence Robinson 2:11 pin
t' r James E. Wilson
of
the
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now
Kmlmdo
territory
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and
roved. The report of the appraisers
3 : 00 p in
such purposes two terms of said court Eugene Ormonde Adelaide Manola
11:36 pin 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. ni.
Barranca
of
estate was also approved
Ruth Allen
he held annually at such places Robert McWade
p ni
10:29 pm No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
shall
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Sorvillcta
The will of Dolores S. de Chaves
Yorke
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Henderson
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
may
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32
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be
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said
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games.
Olympic
The nautical ontests and the Vuu was approved and admitted t pro- ignated by tho chief Justice and his Joseph Hazleton
Mary Bertrand
Tha international
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. mpm
pm
8:10
Antonito
6:45
bate
Southbound.
be held in Athena from April 16 tian festival, wh'cn will be organized
8:30 pm
6:40am
or a majority of them, and Gregory Rodgera Lillian Armsby
Alamosa
Cnurt
adjourned until associates
thereuiKm
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king
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11:05 pm No. 9, Mexico Express, departs
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Greece will preside. A special
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7:00 pm Local freight train, No. 99, southAr. Denver Lv.
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Luckiest Man In Arkansas.
PRICES, 75c, $1.00. $1.50.
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carappointed by the government, United Staus and neatly every couni;.
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all
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uitll the
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where
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"since the restoration of my wife's
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives. 6: 59
of a law of lSs'.ej, passed as a result Tile United States commission is un- health after five years of continuous iu the same manner and with the same
Connections.
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m.
which der theh h norary presidency of l'rsi. c .iuhing
of the success of the gam
and CURE f he LUNGS
(except as to the number ,(
bleeding
At Antonito, for Purango, Silverton No. 10 makes all local stops east ot
the lungs; etfoct
were held for the first time in llsHG. dent Roosevelt, and is pie.iided over and I oweandmy guod from
Judge.-- ) as if this act hail not p.is,.,
to
the
fortune
and internuMliate points.
Albuquerque.
ha-s
for sec- world's greatest medicine, Dr. King's
The chamber of deputies ban b ecu rod by Caspar Whitney, and
WITH
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and No. 1 runs direct to Tos Angeles.
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You
What
this ieiiodieal eelel.iation v rey four retary, Jiines K. Sulliv;in. The other Ni w Discovery
Digests
Eat.
Intermediate points, via either the No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
for Consumption,
comml.ssions and llmhir pfesideuus, which I know
years in Athens by voting spen-io- l
Just a little Kodol alter in.
.viil
will
standard gauge line via I .a vota Pass No. 3 runs direct to Los Angelea and
Unglith, tlie cure consumptionfrom experience
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relievo
fulness,
that
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or the narrow gauiie via Sallda, mak
if taken In time.
San Francisco.
;
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stomach,
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other
all
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and
My
ing the entire trip in daylight and All trains daily
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what
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Free Trial.
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Cheap Rate to

KING GEORGE TO PRFSIDE
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AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES
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CLEAN SWEEP

REMNANTS

CARPETS,
SAMPLES

lengths 90c
Brussels, 'a-ylenghtt. .$1.23
Wilton Velvet,
$1.35
length
Moquette, 'a-ylengths. .
Axminister,
H KM N A NTS, 1,ARCR KNOlOH FOR SMAU, ROOMS. IN RRt
VELVET. MOQlETTE AND INGRAIN, SO CHEAP IT WILL
SEE OUR WINDOW DISM A K K VOI R li R'KETMOOK
LAlGH.
Body

.

d

d

"2-y-
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J. D. EMMONS

Corner Coal Avenue and Second St.

Both 'Phones.
CEQHal

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

aJt
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DAIRY DEPARTMENT
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m
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LIVERY

CLUB
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m

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

FEED STAULCS

Corner Second

and Marquette.
.v.

M

r

1

' i

a

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

c. GRANNIS, Prop.
M
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
uay ana rxignt Mack.
Alhuquerqne.
New
Mexico
XXXXXXXXXXXTXrXTXXXXXXXXXX
u
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r.

Thos.

FAiNTS.

OILS.

Kclchcr

VAnNISHES
BRUSHES.

FOUND AT LAST

!

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which .we can handle
woolers without shrinking. When we are through with ttem they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to ni
and m will straighten them out for you.

AND

Leather.
Harness.
Saddles, Lai
Horse Blankets, Etc. Tal
metio Roof Paint: lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides anc
Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE
Robes.

Established

IMrtKlAL

LAUNDRY

fr

1

New-Yor-

,

PEN NY PACKER

Its Healing Balsams Kill All Catarrhal
Germs Sold Under Guarantee by
J. H. O'Rielly A Co.
It is a noteworthy fact that among
the many medicines and treatments
for catarrh, there Is only one which
J. H. O'ltielly & Co., sell under their
positive guarantee, to refund the
money If it does not cure Hyomel.
Nature's remedy for the cure of
catarrh..
No dangerous drugs are taken Into
the stomach when Hyocml is used,
Ureathed through tho small jiooket
Inhaler that come with every Hyomel
outfit. Its hea.llng Iralsams penetrate
to the most r, mote colls .f the throat,
nose and lungs, k.illing the germs of
catarrh, healing the Irritated mucous
membrane, and making complete and
lasting cures.
Tho complete Hyomel outfit, con- car- sistlng of an Inhaler that can
rled in the purse or vest pocket, a
medicine dropper, and a bottle of
costs only $1. The Inhaler will
last ft lifetime, whllo extra U it ties ofl
Hyomel can be procured, whenever
needed, for only 50 eeaits.

F. G. RRATT &7CO.

Sole ajjeiits for Casino Canned Goods
I'o.'s Coffees. Itn
Ja. lltelflu
noden's Granite. Flour.

In

G?nral Baildlng Supplies

We Sell Iron Fence

CR E E N

anurACTURIO

Th3 Stewart Iron Works Company
thm Hfyhwit Award, c
Fnr rwHrwi
ir, ci, loqii, iirh,
world
"Uoltl
Ttt moat
ftnr ym caa tmy.
Prt(lHMithiiiirMwctabIrwoo4l
trite. M'hf
tint rrpiar your nii on bow wuu neat, u
irartlTfi IRON FRNOB.
A isirtrrfHR.
l' tlmlffnii of Iron Kfnc,
Irota
Viim, M.
tr.t bown in our cUHm.
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plumbing and good health.
We attend to sanitary plumbing and
yours will bfl the good health. Nor
mo we charge much more than you'd
have to pay for
as
work. Your Interests
well as ourg conserved by seeing us.
Go good

1

1

u

o

slip-sho-

iple,

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company
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The Las Vegas News says: F. Meredith Jones, locating engineer for the
Santa Fe, has !ecn visiting hi-- s fam
ily in town this wink.
n route
toj
San Diego, Cal. He has bevn in Ok
lahoma, where he made a bra.ss-lianhiirvi y of a ,rood new line by the
SaiiM I'1', the result of which was that
the Denver, Enid & Gulf roal saw
tne handwriting; ou the wall and spe!-ilcame to tho terms ileslrml by the
San'd Fe i pie.
For. lUrvey, of Kansas City, now
head of the Harvey system of eating
passiil through the city last
hoii.-cnight n route ou an inspection trip
over the western system of the Hax-etopping for a few hours'
hoa-evisit wi:h Manager Cheatham, of the
and Rin Manger,
xal ll.n''
who was also
aTlng
,.., ew, ht. During his trip Mr.
a' Ahtl r'rk where
Harvev
oi
the Harw ;ople will erect onesysthe finesi h'tl buildings ou the
tem, t.h A.arado excepted.

.,rvnmX,
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Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. AI.HUOUKKUK N. M.
TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions. Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line o' Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigar?. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

-

COKE

MILL

WOOD

KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co
GOTH 'PHONES
mccxxxxxxxxxxxxxxocoooooco
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of The Atchison, Topeka

L

Santa Fc Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite
OI l.uuu business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and 70foot streets, with ailevt 'Ju feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school bouse, costing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurant, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, leans and hay fo Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated-

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation)
coal and wood ysrd. drug store, barnecs shop. etc.. etc. Also a
modern hotel.
flrst-clas-

;

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-clas- s

TO BELEN, EAST AND WE$T, NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor snop. snoe house. Jeweler, plumbing sbos. planing mil),

g

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

s.

foot ball

Cut-o- ff

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico
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$6.00 Per Ton

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
300

8

Ammrlcmn Block

Corrlllom
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Located on the Bclen
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

When train No. - urriv. d this morning ils cars gave evidence of having
stonn. Hanks
lassed t!inm!i a sii
of liesmirclie.l snow oveivd the tops
of the cms ami the sides were stained
muddy
with
water. The blizzard
which reached hk. re last night with
lowering emi'rature. iiiu-- t have turnl
ed iuii) snow and
on the divide.

All-Sta- r

BmSaa

S3-

I

ilanl

SST

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, SOStf
West Qold Avenue.

MILL
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d

The New
team, fixwii the

Auto phone, 671.

I
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You best satisfaction
work.

-

d&p&L.

&

yos-wit-- li

-

Two car loads of grading tools and
about iorty head of hoists arrived at
Ra'on tor eonsi ruction work on the1
St. I .on in. Rocky Mountain & Iacitlc
railway grade. It is the property of
company,
the I ' ill (." nstrtiction
which has the contract for 12o mil. s
of the grade.

hlCKDBY

OLD

Heal Estate

a--

CO.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

Hy-om-

0

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE
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!

keeping with their worth. We Lave

a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, duraAs to the
bility, price moderation.
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

WWOOO

VISITS WASHINGTON.
A. D.
Washington.
C, Feb. fi. Gov- AGENT
etnor Penny packer and his entire
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expend
Santa
the irnitod States and Kn gland. officials of Pennsylvania arrived herd
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Wootfon &Myer,
ings in that city during the present passed
through. Albuquerque last to President Roosevelt and to invite
o
night In a private Pullman, "Turkey," him to attend tho laying of i'jo cor- year.
HEAVEN REVEALED,
att ached to ISt 1, en route to the nerstone of the new state house at
By Benjamin Fiske Barrett
E. Kiaiicliine, a machinist for the Grand Canyon, where the- party will Harrlsbur
next Olcober. 'Up evict
Santa Ke in this city, loft last night nop for a day's sight seeing, after date of the ceremony has not et been 13S.1 pp., 5 '.4x7 Inches; largo type;
for lxis which they will proceed to San Fran- fixed and it
fine cloth.)
acccTiii anicd by his wife,
probably depend upon
AngeUs and San Francises, where he cisco, where a game has lieen arrang-- t the convenience of tlu president,
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a
period this book is ofFor
limited
goes on his annual vacation.
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with
at
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Columbia. The New Zealand play- tation. AiTangoments for iho ofllc'al
Ranches
and Farms
9 cents postage for mailing.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & ers have had a great winning streak visit of the givormT an staff had
Pacific ore renumbering and )aint-i- on the.ir tour, only losing one game. been previously r.oadi by Sena:o- pc
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Never Gripe or Sicken.
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f the world. 4
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"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to It that their equipment la

In 1882

IRON FENCE CHEAPER

'Red Wagons'
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Staple and Fancy

new-dair-
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Wholesale Grocers
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Frightfully Burned.
of
Chns. W. Moore, a machinist,
Ford City, Da., ha1 his hand frightfully burned In an electrical furnace.
He applied Hucklen's Arnica Salve
Groceries
with the usual result, "a quick and
iwirmtinent cure." Greatest healer on Hillstioro creamery nutter hast
earth for Hums, Wounds, Sores.
Earth.
and Piles. 25c, at all drug- Kree Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
B'sts
214 South Steorni Street.
HYOMEI CURES CATARRH.

Winnipeg, Mam., Feb. 6. The
section of tho Manitoba Agricultural College was oioned today
with a large attendance of students
from all parts ;f the province. The
course will tnke eight wtcks and It Is
pm-otewill Itoof irroflt. value to the
development of the dairy industry of
Manitoba, which has 'hitherto been
rather neglected.
,.1
the
The object of establishing
course Is to assist, dairymen In the
province to a better understanding
of the most approved methods in modern practice. It will also strive to
seek a salutton of the problems pecul
iar in themselves that from time to
time confront the makers of dairy
See the sheen run.
products. 1m doing this the college
it is leaving (he other as If it were
One of them must be in haste.
will assist In making dairying mora
hitched to a ton of armor plate.
profitable to those engaged 1n it, and
The nimble sheen Is direct from Australia.
also encourage the developmont ot
Is
muu
a California product.
The selling plater
the Industry In the province.
It is handicapped by a railroad rate.
college staiff
lecturors
Sheep pelts can be sent to New York from Asutralia for cent a pound. on Thebutter making, Includes
c'neese making,
pay
The California pelts have to
of a cent more to get to
milk testing, dairy chemistry, dairy
and they don't travel half as far.
' bacteriology, dairy liookkeeping, steam
gets the diploma.
In fact, the foreign sheep-ski- n
fitting, and dairy machinery, and the
selection, breeding and management
of dairy cattle. W. .1. Carson, profes- k 0s?!)OOsJOsJOOs)OsJOsJOOsJO(aX3O0s)0OsJOO0,aOOsJO)O''OOO)v
sor of dairy husbandry, is in marge
of the dairy section.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kinds of Freh and Salt Meats,
Steam Sausage Factory,
EMI9 KLEINWORT,
Masonic Uullding, North Third Street.
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submitted to the War Department his
Plan for a league which nhnll con- Untie the U'lirticien) work on a per- tuanent bais. It Is proiMis.d to divide
the Island Into districts, in each of
which there yhall be a hospital of
forty .r fifty beds, under two or three
physicians. The work is to be conducted under a central commission.
and all 'physicians of the island will
be members of the leigtie. The rural
school
teachers will conslKuto a
means of preserving the health of the
people, and there will he, In addition,
weekly talks to the natives who may
not be ctherwlse reached. It is also
proposed to publish pamphlets which
shall give Instructions and suggestions. Dr. Asbfnrd, who Is an enthusiast, and who has gained a fine reputation In his profession by reason of
his achievements in I'orto Rico, believes that the preservation Kit the
health of the population is entirely a
matter of education. The disease
which has killed of so many people
Is due entirely to the Ignorance of
the natives and their inotJiods of llv- -
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Moat Market

of Agriculture Takes Up
Investigation.

Washington. V. C. Feb.
Thnt
i
a food product nnd that It Is
to lie classed with the
fat eomin
harmful beverages, is a claim
the close attention ot
no' receiving
irnvernnient ex nort
eonrwv.t..l
department of agriculture.
th
'i
The department of agriculture Is. and
T11
pome time, pursuing an
fn n
Investigation of the nature, effects and
value of boor.
Dr. W. II. Wiley, chief f the bu-- l
reau of chemistry, of the department
of agriculture, is especially Interested
in tho subject, having referred to It
frequently In lectures. Dr. Wiley Is
not yet ready to make any statement
or reort. on the question as to
whether lror Is a food product.
"I will say this much," he mid
"that the use of boor and wines
To
niils In the work of temperance.
much
ilhistrate, there Is not near
Germany, where
intemperance
in
are
used 1o
and beer
wines
such a gifat extent, as there is In
Scotland where spirituous liquors are
princi ally used."
(Vrniany, Groat Rritaln and the
United States, in the order named.
are tne largest producers oi man nov- erases, and tho general good health
of the Germans, English and Amerl- ''ins is pointed out as strong proof of
the argument that lioer Is a food pro
duct, and that Its consumption nids,
instead of retarding, the work of temperance.

Washington. I). r... Feb fi Cantain'
Ashr.rd. the young army snr-- '
geon. vhj has been on duty in Iorto
Rico, and has ma-- t jcallv stamoed out
the dreaded anaemia, which hj killed
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IS BEER A FOOD PRODUCT?

ARMY SURGEON PLANS
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EVENING

JOHN BECKER,

Improvement Company
The
Belen
Town
and
WM. M. BERGER,
President

Secretary
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The sun is supposed to have risen

SLIPPERS
For Women

. . .

THE DAINTIEST CREATIONS OF
1'P TO DATB MANUFACTURERS.
LIGHT AS A FEATHER, FIT LIKE A
CAN BB WORN A SIZE
CLOVE.
SMALLER THAN HEAVIER SHOES,
AND YET FEEL COMFORTABLE.

ONE STRAP KID, OPERA HEEL
THREE STRAP KID, OPERA HEEL
THREE 8TRAP KID, FRENCH HEEL
THREE STRAP, PATENT KID, FRENCH HEEL
THREE STRAP, BEADED, FRENCH HEEL
FOUR STRAP KID, HIGH FRENCH HEEL
WHITE KID, RIBBON BOW, FRENCH HEEL

81-25-1--

$1-5-

.

2 OO
2 50
2 50
2 75
3 00
2 00

75.

2 00

00KC000000C00
i!ew Good
are being constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
tlie best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and self
them at
prices.
bed-roc-
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Nos.

118

and

C00K5000000Q00
T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hkkox

Tlie

South Second St

120

Go.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE
OUR WATCH REPAIRING

THE BEST.
PARTMENTS
TIONS.

IN CHARGE

AND

NICEST

AND

OPTICAL

DE-

OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

BY

MAIL, AND

,

The Arch Front

South Second Street

JUST IN

Whitmans Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
the purest of the
pure.
bon-bon-

J. H. O'RIELLYGQ,

Barnett Building

Druggists

Lumber

Sas;aDsors'
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

.

iy
J

i

i
I JLI1 11 1 1

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVE.

EAT

1JJ
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at 6:57 this morning, though at this

writing it has not been seen, the day
having been one of the few cloudy
ones known In this city. The sun will
set at 5:31 this afternoon, the day being 10 hours and 34 minutes long. The
moon will set at 7:47 In the morning,
after shining nearly all night long.
The day. was gloomy until noon,
when the sun tried to break through
the clouds, but without much success.
was chilly, more
The temperature
than cold. Fort Henry was captured
forty-fou- r
years ago today, in the Civil
war. This fort was situated on the
Tennessee
river and its capture
opened the way for the invasion of
the south by the Union forces.

Uvular meeting

We Invite

of the ICaglos

to-

night.
Alderman Louis Ilfeld leaves Saturday for a business trip through the
east.
John, Dttnlap. superintendent for tJie
American I.umlx-- r company, both In
the timlK-- r and it the mills, Is In the
city on business.
W. I Uretherton, operator of the
ClarUville coal mines nt McKinlvy
county, is In the city, accompanied
by Mrs. Urotherton.
Mrs. F. B. Romwo, wife of the well
known physician, left last night for a
short visit with the family of Mr.
and Mrs. Elf ego Baca, at Socorro.
Inspector A. M. Whltcomb
Is 111 at his homo. Mr. Whltcomb was
unable,, In consequence, to be present,
at theroouncll meeting last evening.
Probate Clerk Summers Is reporteu
to lie In a serious condition as the reare
sult, of dropsy, and his frlemls
much concerned about his welfare.
Press Clements, of Kearney, Neb.,
Is in the city, the guest of his brother,
T. I!. Clements. The visitor Is In the
sheep and cattle business at Kearney.
J. M. Wiley, deputy United States
,
mars-halwho was at Santa Ke representing the marshal at the sittings of
the supreme court, has returned to the
city.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Roderick ito-vea baby boy. The heavyweight
father Is as happy as possible, white
the mother and child are reported ho
be getting along nicely.
A passenger coach belonging to the
Tonapah & Tidewater railroad, of Nevada, passed through this city today,
en route from Boston wlwre It was
abandoned by the president of the
road, who joined another party.
Sheriff Porfecto Armljo, as a result
of a severe attack of bronchial pneumonia, Is confined In the St.. Joseph's
hl:i8iital, where he will remain
for
several days befono being able to be
out, according to the attending physician.
The attempted meeting of the city
school board last night resulted 1n the
absence c.f a quorum. Those present
Hopkins, Trustees
wore President
Brlggs, Luthy and Conroy. A special
meeting wild be called within a fort
night.
L. B. Finn, a mining engineer
of
Denver, passed through Albuquerque
last night en route to Old Mexico,
where he goes to examine some mining property for a Ijomlon syndicate.
Me exicts to remain in Mexico about
three months.
The Las Vegaa News says: R. C.
Dillon and wife, formerly Miss Josie
William's, became the parents of a
hirl baby In this city Thursday of
last week. Mr. Dillon fills a resjxn-sibl- e
position Jn the oilieo of Gross,
Kelly & Co., In Albuquerque.
Pitt Boss, cunnty surveyor, left last
nlglu for Helen, where he will layout
a new addition to the town, as a re
sult of nearly all the lots in
the old addition having been disposed
of, and trie demand for real estate is
yet as good as it was in the beginning.
E. B. Qulckel, one of the proprietors
of the Zelger'n cafe, has returned, to
the city from an extensive trip Into
Old Mexico.
The vacation or Mr.
Quickel was sioiled to a large extent
ow ing to an l'luews contracted In Mexico City, which confined him to his
bed for several days.
W. J. Johnson, the assistant cashier
of tlie Bank of Cpmmerce, who was
at Silver City on business, has returned to the city, and was on deck at the
bank this morning. Mr. Johnson says
Silver City shows signs of much activity these days, not only In lines of
commercial interests, but also In the
n ining anil stock Industries.
President J. II. Bearrup, of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills company, yesterday afternoon addressed the directors of the Commercial club of this
city with a view of Interesting them
in the local mill and inducing them to
purchase stock, or Increase the amount
U present owned by them. Mr. Hear-ru- p
nnrued that if the mill is to remit in lieie t;ie people of the Duke city
Hull-din-

li

Diamonds, Watcfoea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

m

AND WEATHER.

Rain or mow tonight and Wednesday.

RESS
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SALE
PI

S ATTRACTING THE ATTENTION of the citv's
most economical buyers. The men and women
who know the value of money and who appreci
ate good values, are buying our

Taylor, with
their two children, are in the. city
rrom Madison. Me. Since coming here
Mr. Taylor has purchased residence
No. 702 Wost Coal avenue, and announced this morning that Albuquerque would be their home In the future.
13. H. Dunbar was Introducing tho gentleman around this morning.
Rev. Fa Mw-- AIIkts, of Pena Blanca,
arrived in Albuquerque last evening
and will remain several days, the
guest of Rev. Father M.indelflrl, of
fho church of Immaculate Conception.
Rev. Father Mandelarl has already as
hi gu'csts the Reverends Father Barnabas and Father Camillas, Franciscan friars from tho Jemez pueblo.
Rev. Harshaw, formerly pastor of
the Methodist Kplscopal church of
Sllvfr City, paused through Albuquerque this morning, accomiwnled by his
family, en route to Newklrk, Okla.
Rev. Harshaw has just exchanged
places with the minister at Newklrk,
who dired to come to New Mexico
for the benefit of his wife's hea.lt h.
Ralph Hunt, an Albuquerque young
man w,hx took up his residence In El
Paso a couple of years ago. Is In the
city on a visit, to his mother and sisters, Ralph says he is prospering, and
alsa stated that El Paso la growing
into a great, big city. He set'ems to be
enjoying himself, and dislikes to tear
himself away from friends, but says
ho must return to the Pass City tomorrow nlgfht.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Perry, visitors
from Shelbyvllle, Ky., are both, suffering wlt'h severe colds. In the language of the oldest Inhabitant, which
we have been using for the past twenty-five
years. ''Albuquerque never had
such disagreeable, cold weather," and
The Citizen has to apologize to those
who are sojourning here during the
winter for their colds, etc. It will not
hapien npxt winter that Is, the
weather will not be as severe.
Mr. and Mr?.

PERSONAL
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Rubber shoes and boots for men,

PROFESSOR

West Gold

TIQHT

IS

HOLDING HIS OWN

,

DR. WROTH

STATES THAT THE
PATIENT MAY LOSE THE USE
OF HIS RIGHT EAR, BUT CAN'T
TELL YET.

This afternoon Dr. W. G. Tight,
president of the New Mexico University, who was severely injured Suuday
afternoon as a result of a gasoline explosion in the laboratory of the Had-le- y
Science hall, while he was experimenting with the fluid In making
oxygen, was resting easier than
at any time since the explosion, which
will, It Is now said, result lu the doctor losing the use of his right ear,
the ligaments of which were torn
away by the force of the explosion.
Although perfectly rational
today
n
Doctor Tight was In so weak a
as a reuslt of the tortures he
has undergone as a result of his injuries- that he Is still unable to receive visitors, and although he has
sttied to the uttending physician, Dr.
W roth, and the nurses, that he was
engaged in making ogygen at the time
of the accident, he has not as yet
gone Into the particulars attending the
explosion.
it Is known that Doctor Tight had
a n iron jug full of gasoline bunding
near where, he was carrying on his
experiment!.
On the table at which
lie was working stood a lighted lamp.
He was engaged, at the time of the
cxplosiou, in passing gasoline from
an Iron tube, througu a guage, in
which tho amount of oxygen generated was supposed to register, to a
larger tank. As the guago was found
clogged up after the explosion It is
surmised mat this defect in the guage
was the cause of the explosion. Tlie
terrific force with which the gasoline
txpluded Is made manifest by several
facts, the most prominent of which is
that a piece of the guage, an inch In
diameter, was driven through an inch
partition and a three inch gaa pipe,
as though shot from a cannon.
A
piece of this guage striking the doctor
along the right side of his head, and
felling him to the floor of the labor
atory, was the cause of his frightful
wounds.
The fact that Doctor Tight has a
fine constitution and is of a splendid
physique, is accountable for the excellent condition that he Is in today,
as the terrific shock might well have
pioved fatal to a less robust man. The
accident is still the chief topic of conversation around the campus of tlie
Uniwrsiay as Doctor Tight is revered
by students and associates alike.
This afternoon, after Dr. Wroth, the
attending physician, had dressed the
wounds of Prof. Tight, ho stated that
the professor was doing splendidly,
and was holding his own. When asked if it was true that Prof. Tight
would lose tho hearing in his right
ear Dr. Wroth stated that it would be
several days yet before that could be
determined positively, hut that he had
hopes of saving the professor's hearing.
The wounds In the right side
of the head are doing nicely and It is
thought t hat he will pull through all
right.

AND

6, 1906.

Tomorrow and Wednesday
February 6th and 7th

Bernato Bernal possesses an excel-le- n
tasRortment of vocal organs. This
discovery was made in the still hours
of last night whop the man emerged
fro mthe Rico lodging house on First
street and did several vocal stunts
which would have made a bunch of
Comanche Indians look like thirty
cents. The buildings on either side
of tho street almost swayed beneath
the terrific bomltarding received from
a Jumble of most everything that ran
up the thorax of Bernal and escaped.
Windows on either side of the thoroughfare began to open one by one
and had the police not put in a timely
appearance the soloist would have unquestionably received several bouquets In the shape of old shoes, etc.,
for the Impression he made was lasting to say the least. Judge Crawford
thought, the entertainment was worth
$5 and favored Bernal with the pleasure of paying It.

A Daring,

ON THESE THREE DAYS ONLY 750 SUITS AND 100 OVERCOATS
COMPRISING
OUR ENTIRE STOCK, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
THE STAPLE BLACK SUITS, WILL BE PLACED ON SALE AT
YOUR CHOICE FOR

YORK

Horoscope tests free.
Sciences taught.
found.

UG.7.

NOT A GARMENT HAS BEEN
AVOID THE RUSH.

The literary people, Miss Ida M.
Tarbell, Willllam Allen White and
John S. Phillips and wife, who were
in the city several days', left tor the
west last night, feeling well rejxald
for their stp In Albuquerque. From
here they go to the Grand Canyon,
from there to Los Angeles, and from
the City of the Angels to Santa Caita-lina- ,
the magic Isle.
Mr. White expressed himself
as
much Impressed with the Duke City,
particularly the Alvarado. Mr. White
has a weakness for good tilings to
ea.i. line day as ne dragged nimsell
rrom tho dining room at the close of
luncheon hlmr, ha remarked that the
meal Jiad rung the bell.
This aaime day, the day of the Putney dinner liarty, Mr. White spokehis
thoughts while lounging in one of the
easy chairs in the lobby: "One could
easily Imagine himself iu New York,"
ht feigned. "Beautiful women, sooth-In- e
music and oysters o nthe half
shelL"
An old friends said to Mr. White
one day: "You're looking well."
"Oh, yes," he said, "I'm. the meat
beautiful thing on earth, next to
Pike's Peak."
Gold.

o o o
COME

EARLY

AND

The RAILROAD AYE.
CL0THIER
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Oyster Definitions
Positive
Comparative
Superlative

319 West
Gold mines

Choice Colorado potatoes,
at The Maze.

Special.
per

RESERVED.

SIMON STERN

100 lbs.,

o
OF THIS WEEK AT 8:15
P. M., IN THE CASINO THE HIGH
SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY WILL
FRIDAY

Good Oysters
Better Oysters
Sealshipt Oysters

-

Sealshipt

Oysters

SUB

SamJm S

o

$1.40

Sale of

g

and OVERCOATS

o o o

WAS IN NEW

Record-Breakin-

M en7s St$its

WHITE IMAGINED HE

in

Sealshipt

Carriers

Sealshipt Blue Points

SETTLE THEIR DIFFICULTIES IN
A GAME OF BASKET BALL. DON'T

v

oooooooooo oooooooooo

MISS IT.

00C0000-

con-dito-

C"O00-00000--

-

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

'ft:..uljp..j

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE 8AVE8 THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!
113-115-1-

South First Street
North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

1?

Write for Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LrVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses

and

Mules bought
changec

BEST TURNOUTS
Second

IN

and ex

THE

ooooooo oooooo

eo

oo

j

street, between Railroad and 1

DIAMONDS

HENRY YANOVV, the Pawn Broker

1

FROM RIO GRANDE
VALLEY 2
RAISERS, 35 CENTS A DOZEN. SEE T
A
DANCE J. F. PALMER. 501 NORTH FIRST
THERE IS ALWAYS
AFTER A BASKET BALL GAME. STREET.
GOSD MUSIC AND A NICE CROWD
FRIDAY EVENING OF THIS WEEK
AT 8:15. DON'T MISS IT.

A.

Jewelry stock, at
bargain rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.

7

EGGS

ooo

All sizes and values; watches, rings and general

X

RANCH

Money to Loan

CITY

Coppor avenues.

Private entrance

on side

H4 WEST RAILROAD

street.

ooooooooo

AVENUE.

ocooooooooto

The I niliea of tlie Deirree of Ilniiiir
will give a Valentine card party, Wed

nesday evening, Kelt. 7, at 1. O. (). 1'.
hall. The limirH will be oneu at K
o'cliH'k, refreshments will be served
during ttie evening. Everybody invited to attend.
o
BURGLARY.

2
H

J

IVES,
19

VHC

rt-Qiri-

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Pione, 718.

C

F. MYERS

J

Proprietors

Auto. Phone 185

RETAIL
M

WM. McINTOSH

Colo. Phone 197

iSiOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

"

f
INSPECT

AND
CALL the
Southwest.

PIECES
designs

for ' oc
When In need of
caslons," call on us and we'll sa w
you what we can do and tell yon
how inodorate the cost

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

FLORAL

22
Second

DISORDERLY

BERNATO BERNAL WAS YELLINQ
AT TOP OF VOICE WHEN PLACED UNDER ARREST.

.

STUDY OUR WINDOW S
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

A.

women and children at C. May's Shoe
Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

at a saving to them of from $2 to $4 per suit.

j

C.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

HE WAS DRUNK

Protect yourself against Burglars by
taking out a National burglar p Hey
5
F. II. KENT,
with
112 South Third street.
o
Special. Choice Colorado potatoes,
$1.40 per 100 lbs., at The Maze.
o
Special. Choice Colorado
$1.40 per 100 lbs., at The Maze.

Men's and Boys' Suits

I 19

direc-

tors took no decisive action and will
not do so lefore considering the mutter further.

LOCAL AND

3'

CITIZEN

EVENING

P

We are

f

J
M

H

H
M

H

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

M

H

215 VSest Railroad Ave.

I ALBUQUERQUE,

J

;

NEW MEXICO I
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